Chronological listing of articles and authors in Oregon Historical Quarterly
Volume 1, 1900 – Volume 122, No. 4 (Winter 2021)

Volume 1, No. 1 (Mar. 1900), edited by Frederic George Young
The Genesis of Political Authority and of a Commonwealth Government in Oregon
James Rood Robertson
The Process of Selection in Oregon Pioneer Settlement
Thomas Condon
Nathaniel J. Wyeth/“Oregon Expeditions”
Samuel Adams Drake (excerpt from published book)
"Notes" [death of E. Coues, new publication, OHS news]
Reminiscences of F. X. Matthieu
H. S. Lyman
"Documents" [McLoughlin property controversy]

Volume 1, No. 2 (June 1900)
The Oregon Question (part 1)
Joseph R. Wilson
Our Public Land System and Its Relation to Education in the United States
Frances F. Victor
Glimpses of Life in Early Oregon
Mrs. William Markland Molson
Not Marjoram: The Spanish Word "Oregano" Not the Original of Oregon
H. W. Scott
Reminiscences of Louis Labonte
H. S. Lyman
Dr. Elliott Coues
Frances F. Victor
"Document": The Original of the Following Document Is in the Possession of Mrs. Frances Fuller Victor, Portland, Oregon. It Was Secured from Mr. Harvey, Son-in-Law of Doctor McLoughlin, and Seems To Be a Defence by Doctor McLoughlin of Himself, Addressed to Parties in London
"Review of Books" [2]
"Note--A Correction"

Volume 1, No. 3 (Sept. 1900)
The Oregon Question (part 2)
Joseph R. Wilson
Reminiscences of Hugh Cosgrove
H. S. Lyman
Reminiscences of Wm. W. Case
H. S. Lyman
The Number and Condition of the Native Race in Oregon When First Seen by White Men
John Minto
Indian Names
H. S. Lyman
"Documents" [articles about Oregon Territory from New York Tribune in 1842]
Volume 4, No. 1 (Dec. 1900)
The Oregon Trail [map insert of trail route preceding article]
   F. G. Young
A Day with the Cow Column in 1843 [reprinted from OPAT, 1876]
   Jesse Applegate
Col George B. Currey's Tribute to the Ox Whip [reprinted from OPAT; spelled as "Co. George L. Curry" at beginning of article, "Note--A Correction" insert at beginning of issue]
The Camp Fires of the Pioneers. Vincere Est Vivere! [verse, reprinted from OPAT]
   Sam L. Simpson
Pilgrims of the Plains [verse]
   Joaquin Miller
"Document" ["one of a set giving contemporary evidence on a most important epoch of Oregon history"]
   "Secured by Principal J. R. Wilson"
"Topical Index"

Volume 2, No. 1 (Mar. 1901), edited by Frederic George Young
Political History of Oregon from 1853 to 1865
   George H. Williams
Flotsam and Jetsam of the Pacific: The Owyhee, the Sultana, and the May Dacre
   Frances Fuller Victor
An Historical Survey of Public Education in Eugene, Oregon
   Joseph Schafer
The Aurora Community
   H. S. Lyman

Volume 2, No. 1 (June 1901)
The Formation and Administration of the Provisional Government of Oregon [address of OHS president at unveiling of Champoeg monument]
   H. W. Scott
Reminiscences of Honorable John Minto, Pioneer of 1844
   H. S. Lyman/John Minto
Notes by William M. Case
   H. S. Lyman/William M. Case
Mrs. Clayton's Account of Indian Troubles in California in 1849
   Mrs. Fannie Clayton
"Note" [supplementary to Flotsam and Jetsam, vol 2, No. 1]
   Frances Fuller Victor
"Documentary" [supplementary to document in Volume 1, No. 4]
"Appendix": Suggestions for a Congress of Industry and Commerce, As a Means To Realize the Central Idea of the Lewis and Clark Centennial
   F. G. Young

Volume 2, No. 3 (Sept. 1901)
Reminiscences of Experiences on the Oregon Trail in 1844 (part 2)
   John Minto
Primitive Customs and Religious Beliefs of the Indians of the Pacific Northwest Coast
   Silas B. Smith
Reminiscences of Alanson Hinman
   James R. Robertson
Items from the Nez Perces Indians
   H. S. Lyman
Reminiscences of Clement Adams Bradbury, 1846
   H. S. Lyman

Volume 2, No. 4 (Dec. 1901)
Political History of Oregon from 1865 to 1876
   Wm. D. Fenton
Incidents in the Organization of the Provisional Government
   T. T. Geer
Hall J. Kelley: One of the Fathers of Oregon
   Frances Fuller Victor
An Oregon Literature
   H. S. Lyman
The Lewis and Clark Expedition in American History
   F. G. Young
"Topical Index"

Volume 3, No. 1 (Mar. 1902), edited by Frederic George Young
The Social Evolution of Oregon
   James R. Robertson
Political History of Oregon from 1865 to 1876 (part 2)
   Wm. D. Fenton
History of the Barlow Road
   Mary S. Barlow [from "Recollections of Seventy Years," by William Barlow]
Across the Continent Seventy Years Ago
   John Ball [extracts from the journal of John Ball, compiled by his daughter, Kate N. B. Powers]

Volume 3, No. 2 (June 1903)
Political History of Oregon from 1876-1898 Inclusive
   M. C. George
The First Oregon Cavalry
   Frances Fuller Victor
Recollections of Horace Holden
   H. S. Lyman

Volume 3, No. 3 (Sept. 1902)
Sheep Husbandry in Oregon
   John Minto
The Origin and History of the Willamette Woolen Factory
   L. E. Pratt
"The American Fur Trade in the Far West"
Frances Fuller Victor
Reminiscences of James Jory
H. S. Lyman
Recollections of Grandma Brown
Jane Kinney Smith/H. S. Lyman
Daniel Knight Warren
H. S. Lyman
"Documents" [mouth of Columbia exploration]

**Volume 3, No. 4 (Dec. 1902)**
The Oregon Central Railroad
Joseph Gaston
History of the Press of Oregon, 1830-1850
George H. Himes
The Archives of Oregon
F. G. Young
"Documents" ["Oregon meetings" throughout the country, letter of Tallmadge B. Wood, letters of Peter H. Burnett]
"Review" [1]
Historian of the Northwest: A Woman Who Loved Oregon
William A. Morris [from pamphlet "In Memoriam"]
"Topical Index"

**Volume 4, No. 1 (Mar. 1903)**, edited by Frederic George Young
The Lewis and Clark Centennial: The Occasion and Its Observance
F. G. Young
The Educational History of Astoria, Oregon
Alfred A. Cleveland
An Object Lesson in Paternalism
T. W. Davenport
Glimpses of Early Days in Oregon
Mrs. C. M. Cartwright
The Upper Calapooia
Geo. O. Goodall
"Documents" [accounts of new immigrants]
Some Corrections
H. S. Lyman

**Volume 4, No. 2 (June 1903)**
Oregon and Its Share in the Civil War
Robert Treat Platt
The Great West and the Two Easts
Henry E. Reed
Social and Economic History of Astoria
Alfred A. Cleveland
A Pioneer Captain of Industry in Oregon
James R. Robertson
"Documents" ["Two Whitman Sources," early migration, early Oregon Country, etc.]

**Volume 4, No. 3 (Sept. 1903)**

History of the Preparation of the First Code of Oregon [from an address in 1894]
  James K. Kelly
A Pioneer Railroad Builder [Doctor Dorsey S. Baker]
  Miles C. Moore
From Walla Walla to San Francisco [from Washington Statesman, 1862]
  Capt. John Mullan
Indian Wars of Southern Oregon [from address at reunion of Indian War veterans, Medford, 1902]
  William M. Colvig
Minto Pass: Its History, and an Indian Tradition
  John Minto
"Reminiscences": Anson Sterling Cone, Mrs. Rebeka Hopkins, Mrs. Anna Tremewan, Louis Labonte's Recollections of Men
  "secured by H. S. Lyman"
"Communications" [to Geo. H. Himes, as asst. sec. of OHS]
  Jos. H. Sharp, S. A. Clarke
"Documents" [midwestern newspapers on migration]

**Volume 4, No. 4 (Dec. 1903)**

The Origin and Authorship of the Bancroft Pacific States Publications: A History of a History (part 1)
  William Alfred Morris
Pioneer Papers of Puget Sound
  Clarence B. Bagley
In Memoriam of Willard H. Rees
Short Biography of Joseph Holman
"Documents" [fur trade, migration]
"Note--A Correction"
"Index"

**Volume 5, No. 1 (Mar. 1904), edited by Frederic George Young**

"The Mercer Immigration": Two Cargoes of Maidens for the Sound Country
  Clarence B. Bagley
The Evolution of Spokane and Stevens Counties
  Thomas W. Prosch

Extract from T. W. Davenport's "Recollections of an Indian Agent"
Antecedents of the Oregon Pioneers and the Light These Throw on Their Motives
  John Minto
"Recollections and Opinions of an Old Pioneer" [from book by the name]
  Peter H. Burnett
"Corrections"

**Volume 5, No. 2 (June 1904)**
Beginnings of Oregon—Exploration and Early Settlement at the Mouth of the Columbia River [from address, 1901]
   H. W. Scott

A Brief History of the Oregon Steam Navigation Company
   P. W. Gillette

The Beginnings of Lane County
   W. B. Dillard

Transplanting Iowa's Laws to Oregon [reprinted from Annals of Iowa, 1904]
   F. I. Herriott

"Recollections and Opinions of an Old Pioneer"—Continued
   Peter H. Burnett

"Documents": A Brimfield Heroine—Mrs. Tabitha Brown

Volume 5, No. 3 (Sept. 1904)
Botanists of the Oregon Country
   Ansel F. Hemenway

Literary Remains of David Douglas, Botanist of the Oregon Country
   F. G. Young

A Brief Memoir of the Life of Mr. David Douglas, with Extracts from His Letters
   Sir W. J. Hooker

Sketch of a Journey to the North-Western Parts of the Continent of North America during the Years 1824-25-26-27 [reprinted from The Companion to the Botanical Magazine, 1836]
   David Douglas

"Recollections and Opinions of an Old Pioneer"—Continued
   Peter H. Burnett

Volume 5, No. 4 (Dec. 1904)
The Judiciary of Oregon
   Charles E. Wolverton

The Lessons of History and Evolution
   T. W. Davenport

Sketch of a Journey to North-Western Parts of the Continent of North America during the Years 1824-25-26-27 [cont.]
   David Douglas

"Recollections and Opinions of an Old Pioneer" [concluded]
   Peter H. Burnett

"Reviews" [2]
   F. G. Young

"Index"
Volume 6, No. 1 (Mar. 1905), edited by Frederic George Young
The Higher Significance in the Lewis and Clark Exploration
   F. G. Young
The Story of Lewis and Clark's Journals [reprinted from intro. to The Original Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition]
   Reuben Gold Thwaites
Dr. John Scouler's Journal of a Voyage to N.W. America
Sketch of a Journey to the North-Western Parts of the Continent of North America during the Years 1824-25-26-27
   David Douglas
"Reviews" [1]
   J.S. [Joseph Schafer?]
"The Society's Activities"
Horace S. Lyman [with portrait]

Volume 6, No. 2 (June 1905)
Origin of Pacific University
   James R. Robertson
The Political Beginning of Washington Territory
   Thomas W. Prosch
Dr. John Scouler's Journal of a Voyage to N.W. America: 1824-25-26 [cont.]
Sketch of a Journey to the North-Western Parts of the Continent of North America during the Years 1824-25-26-27
   David Douglas
"Reviews" [1]
   F.G.Y.
"Accessions"

Volume 6, No. 3 (Sept. 1905)
The Unity of History [from address at Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition]
   H. W. Scott
Aspects of Oregon History before 1840 [also from address at L&C Cent.]
   Edward Gaylord Bourne
Dr. John Scouler's Journal of a Voyage to N.W. America: 1824-25-26 [part 3]
Second Journey to the Northwestern Parts of the Continent of North America during the Years 1829-30-31-32-33
   David Douglas
The Historical Conference [at the L&C Centennial Exposition]
First Report of the Conference of State and Local Historical Societies [reprinted from Annual Report of AHA, 1904]
"Reviews" [2]
   James R. Robertson
"Accessions"

Volume 6, No. 4 (Dec. 1905)
The Winning of the Oregon Country [address at Yamhill Co. Pioneer Assoc., 1987]
   W. D. Fenton
Notes on the Colonization of Oregon
   Joseph Schafer
Meriwether Lewis [L&C]
   Andrew T. Lewis
Functions of the Oregon Historical Society [L&C]
   F. G. Young
Washington Activities in History [L&C]
   Clarence B. Bagley
Sketch of a Second Journey to the Northwestern Parts of the Continent of North America
and to Sandwich Islands during the Years 1829-30-31-32-33-34
   David Douglas/W.J.H.
"Accessions"
"Index"

Volume 7, No. 1 (Mar. 1906), edited by Frederic George Young
A New Opportunity in the Building of a State [address, 1905]
   Luella Clay Carson
The First Fruits of the Land: A Brief History of Early Horticulture in Oregon
   Dr. J. R. Cardwell
Autobiography of Robert Valentine Short
Recollections of an Oregon Pioneer of 1843
   Samuel Penter
Reprint of Route across the Rocky Mountains with a Description of Oregon and California
   [pub. in 1846]
   Overton Johnson and Wm. H. Winter

Volume 7, No. 2 (June 1906)
The Genesis of the Oregon Railway System
   Joseph Gaston
The Oregon Central Railroad
   S. A. Clarke
"Editorial Note" [railroad history]
   F. G. Young
A Brief History of the Establishment and Location of the University of Oregon at Eugene
   J. J. Walton
The First Fruits of the Land: A Brief History of Early Horticulture in Oregon [cont.]
   Dr. J. R. Cardwell
"Route across the Rocky Mountains" [reprint cont.]
   Overton Johnson and Wm. H. Winter
"Documents" [The Council of Table Rock, 1853]
   Sen. James W. Nesmith and Gen. Joseph Lane
"Reviews" [2]
"Accessions"

Volume 7, No. 3 (Sept. 1906)
Jason Lee Memorial Addresses: Editorial Introduction, with Extracts from the Journal of Jason Lee
Address
Hon. W. D. Fenton
Address
Dr. J. R. Wilson
Address
Hon. J. C. Moreland
Address
Hon. H. W. Scott
Address
Judge R. P. Boise
Address
Judge T. G. Hailey
Address
Hon. Allen Weir
Address
Hon. B. L. Steeves
The Lineage and National Allegiance of Jason Lee [from Lee Family Genealogy]
F. H. Grubbs
"Route across the Rocky Mountains" [reprint cont.]
Overton Johnson and Wm. H. Winter

Volume 7, No. 4 (Dec. 1906)
Diary of the Emigration of 1843
James W. Nesmith
Financial History of Oregon
F. G. Young
Finances of the Cayuse War
F. G. Young
"Notes"
"Reviews" [5]
"Accessions"
"Index"

Volume 8, No. 1 (Mar. 1907), edited by Frederic George Young
Recollections of an Indian Agent [cont.]
T. W. Davenport
A Soldier of the Oregon Frontier
Will J. Trimble

“Documents" [Occupation of the Columbia River, Letters]
"Notes and News"
The Prefatory Note to the Nesmith Diary
"Accessions"

Volume 8, No. 2 (June 1907)
Recollections of an Indian Agent--II
   T. W. Davenport
Financial History of Oregon: Part Two
   F. G. Young
Notes from a Government Document on Oregon Conditions in the Fifties
   Thomas W. Prosch
Two of Oregon's Foremost Commonwealth Builders: Judge Reuben Patrick Boise and Professor Thomas Condon

Volume 8, No. 3 (Sept. 1907)
The Vancouver Reservation Case: A Legal Romance
   Thomas M. Anderson
Recollections of an Indian Agent--III
   T. W. Davenport
The Historic Sites in Eugene and Their Monuments
   Jennie B. Harris
The Marking of Historic Sites
   F. G. Young
The Mormon Settlements in the Missouri Valley
   Clyde B. Aitchison
"Documents" [Occupation of the Columbia River, McLoughlin letter]
"Reviews" [2]

Volume 8, No. 4 (Dec. 1907)
Address of Frederick V. Holman [dedication of McLoughlin Institute, Oregon City, 1907]
History of Organization of Oregon State Agricultural Society
   George H. Himes
Recollections of an Indian Agent--IV
   T. W. Davenport
Bibliography of Hall J. Kelley
   F. W. Powell
Diary of Asahel Munger and Wife
"Notes and Reviews" [4]
"Accessions"
"Index"

Volume 9, No. 1 (Mar. 1906), edited by Frederic George Young
Edward Dickinson Baker
   William D. Fenton
The Wax of Nehalem Beach [reprinted from Oregonian]
   O. F. Stafford
Political Beginnings in Oregon: The Period of the Provisional Government, 1839-1849
   Marie Merriman Bradley
[Univ. of Wisconsin M.A. thesis]
From Youth to Age As an American
   John Minto
Columbia River Improvement and the Pacific Northwest [reprinted]
Frederic G. Young
"Notes and News"

**Volume 9, No. 2 (June 1908)**
"Doctor" Robert Newell: Pioneer
   T. C. Elliott
From Youth to Age As an American [cont.]
   John Minto
Contests over the Capital of Oregon
   Walter C. Winslow
Mrs. Jesse Applegate
   Mrs. S. A. Long
"Notes and News" [incl. 1 review]

**Volume 9, No. 3 (Sept. 1908)**
Slavery Question in Oregon
   T. W. Davenport
The "Free-State Letter" of Judge George H. Williams
Oregon's First Monopoly--The O.S.N. Co. [Univ. of Oregon B.A. thesis]
   Irene Lincoln Poppleton
"Documents" [railroad history]

"Notes"

**Volume 9, No. 4 (Dec. 1908)**
Slavery Question in Oregon--II
   T. W. Davenport
From Youth to Age As an American--III
   John Minto
"Documents" [Sen. J. Semple of Illinois]
"Index"

**Volume 10, No. 1 (Mar. 1909), edited by Frederic George Young**
Documents Relative to Warre and Vavasour's Military Reconnaissance in Oregon, 1845-6
   (with illustrated insert)
      edited by Joseph Schafer

**Volume 10, No. 2 (June 1909)**
The Discovery and Exploration of the Fraser River (address at OHS annual meeting)
   Frederick V. Holman (OHS pres.)
Father Wilbur and His Work
   Wm. D. Fenton
Land Tenure in Oregon: Including the Topography, Disposition of Public Lands,
Landlordism, Mortgages, Farm Output, and Practical Workings of Tenant Farming of the
State, Together with Tables and Copies of Land Leases
   Lon. L. Swift
Volume 10, No. 3 (Sept. 1909)
De Smet in the Oregon Country
Edwin V. O'Hara
The Financial History of the State of Oregon
F. G. Young
Journal of John Work: April 30th to May 31st, 1830
edited by T. C. Elliott
A Hudson's Bay Company Marriage Certificate
editorial notes by T. C. Elliott

Volume 10, No. 4 (Dec. 1909)
The Peter Skene Ogden Journals: Snake Expedition, 1825-26
editorial notes by T. C. Elliott
The Financial History of the State of Oregon: Oregon's Public Domain
F. G. Young
Dedication of the McLoughlin Home
Frederick V. Holman (address)
"Documents"
"Index"

Volume 11, No. 1 (Mar. 1910), edited by Frederic George Young
Oregon Counties: Their Creations and the Origins of Their Names
Frederick V. Holman (address at OHS annual meeting)
Opinion of Wm. D. Fenton: On the Power of the Legislature to Increase the Number of Justices Constituting the Supreme Court of Oregon
"Notes"

Volume 11, No. 2 (June 1910)
F. G. Young
Recollections of a Pioneer of 1859: Lawson Stockman
B. F. Manring
What I Know of Dr. McLoughlin and How I Know It
John Minto
The Peter Skene Ogden Journals
editorial notes by T. C. Elliott
An Estimate of the Character and Services of Judge George H. Williams
Harvey W. Scott
Note: A Supplement to the Paper on Oregon's Counties
Frederic V. Holman
Volume 11, No. 3 (Sept. 1910)
Peter Skene Ogden, Fur Trader
   T. C. Elliott (annual OHS address)
The Late George H. Williams
   T. W. Davenport
Financial History of the State of Oregon: Public Expenditures
   F. G. Young
"Documents"
"Notes"

Volume 11, No. 4 (Dec. 1910)
The Rise and Early History of Political Parties in Oregon
   W. C. Woodward
The Peter Skene Ogden Journals
   editorial notes by T. C. Elliott
Journal of Peter Skene Ogden: Snake Expedition, 1827-1828
   as copied by Miss Agnes Laut in 1905
"Corrections"
"Document"
Financial History of Oregon: Use of Public Credit by the State of Oregon
   F. G. Young
"Index"

Volume 12, No. 1 (Mar. 1911), edited by Frederic George Young [no division between first and second issues in this bound volume]
Early Navigation of the Straits of Fuca
   F. W. Howay
The Rise and Early History of Political Parties in Oregon: Period of the Territorial Government--Political Organization
   Walter Carleton Woodward
Financial History of Oregon: Treasury Administration in Oregon
   F. G. Young
Letter Identifying the "Fountain" on Powder River, at Which Mr. Ogden Camped in Setting Out on Expedition, 1828-1829
   J. Neilson Barry
"Excerpts and Notes"
The Rise and Early History of Political Parties in Oregon: The Kansas-Nebraska Bill in Oregon Politics
   Walter Carleton Woodward
The First-Born on the Oregon Trail
   J. Neilson Barry
The History of Railway Transportation in the Pacific Northwest
   F. G. Young
"Notes"

Volume 12, No. 3 (Sept. 1911)
David Thompson, Pathfind, and the Columbia River
T. C. Elliott
Some Important Results from the Expedition of John Jacob Astor to and from the Oregon Country
Frederick V. Holman (address as OHS pres.)
A Hero of Old Astoria
Eva Emery Dye (address)
The Rise and Early History of Political Parties in Oregon: Democratic Discord
Walter Carleton Woodward
Oregon History for "the Oregon System"
F. G. Young
"Document": Report on the Territory of Oregon, Charles Wilkes

**Volume 12, No. 4 (Dec. 1911)**
The Rise and Early History of Political Parties in Oregon: The Political Revolution of 1860
Walter Carleton Woodward
An Echo of the Campaign of Sixty
Lester Burrell Shippee
Preservation of Indian Names
Walter H. Abbott
The Gun Powder Story
editorial notes by T. C. Elliott
"Review"—Acquisition of Oregon and the Long Suppressed Evidence about Marcus Whitman, by William I. Marshall
text by Leslie M. Scott
"Notes"
"Index"

**Volume 13, No. 1 (Mar. 1912)**
An Historical Series for Kindling an Oregon Sentiment
F. G. Young
A Glimpse into Prehistoric Oregon
Ellen Condon McCormack
Rise and Early History of Political Parties in Oregon: The Issues of War
Walter Carleton Woodward
The Earliest Travelers on the Oregon Trail
T. C. Elliott
Centennial of Arrival of First White Men in Baker County
George H. Himes
"Notes"

**Volume 13, No. 2 (June 1912)**
A Brief History of the Oregon Provisional Government and What Caused Its Formation
Frederick V. Holman (address)
How British and American Subjects Unite in a Common Government for Oregon Territory in 1844
Robert C. Clark
John Fiske’s Change of Attitude on the Whitman Legend
Leslie M. Scott
"Document": Slacum's Report on Oregon, 1836-7
"Notes"

Volume 13, No. 3 (Sept. 1912)
The Trail of the Astorians
   Rev. J. Neilson Barry
Reminiscences of Seventy Years
   William Barlow
The Barlow Road
   Walter Bailey
John C. Calhoun As Secretary of War, 1817-1825
   Frances Packard Young
"Document": Address of Canadian Settlers of the Willamette Valley to the American
Settlers on Proposed Political Organization
   trans. by P. J. Frein [orig. French included]

Volume 13, No. 4 (Dec. 1912)
Transmission of Intelligence in Early Days in Oregon
   Clarence B. Bagley (address at OHS annual meeting)
"Documents": Journal of John Work, Covering Snake Country Expedition of 1830-31, and
others
   editorial notes by T. C. Elliott
"Index"

Volume 14, No. 1 (Mar. 1913), edited by Frederic George Young
Report of Lieutenant Neil M. Howison on Oregon, 1846: A Reprint
   Oregon in 1863
   Thomas W. Prosch
An Indian Agent's Experience in the War of 1886
   Henry C. Coe
"Documents": Cost of Improvements Made by Dr. John McLoughlin at Willamette Falls to
Jan. 1, 1951
"Review": Economic Beginnings of the Far West, by Katharine Coman
   essay by F. G. Young

Vol 14, No. 2 (June 1913)
Harvey W. Scott, Editor--Review of His Half-Century Career and Estimate of His Work
   Alfred Holman
Mr. Scott's Extensive Library As a Gauge of His Broad Scholarship and Literary Activity
   Charles H. Chapman
Review of Mr. Scott's Writings on His Favorite and Most Important Subjects
   Leslie M. Scott
Harvey W. Scott [verse]
   William P. Perkins
Tributes to Mr. Scott's Achievements in Journalism
**Vol 14, No. 3 (Sept. 1913)**
Letter by Daniel H. Lowndsdale to Samuel R. Thurston, First Territorial Delegate from Oregon to Congress
  intro. by Clarence B. Bagley
Journal of E. Willard Smith while with the Fur Traders, Vasquez and Sublette, in the Rocky Mountain Region, 1839-1840
  edit. notes by J. Neilson Barry
Journal of John Work's Snake Country Expedition of 1830-31
  edit. notes by T. C. Elliott
Why Not a Folk Festival in the Rose Festival?
  F. G. Young

**Volume 14, No. 4 (Dec. 1913)**
Reminiscences of Captain William P. Gray
  Fred Lockley
Letters by Burr Osborn, Survivor of the Howison Expedition to Oregon, 1846
  edited by George H. Himes
Journal of Alexander Ross--Snake Country Expedition, 1824
  edit. notes by T. C. Elliott
"Index"

**Volume 15, No. 1 (Mar. 1914), edited by Frederic George Young**
Old Fort Okanogan and the Okanogan Trail
  Judge William C. Brown
Journal of David Thompson
  edit. introd. by T. C. Elliott
Address Delivered at Dedication of Grand Ronde Military Block House at Dayton City Park, Oregon, Aug. 23, 1912
  M. C. George

**Volume 15, No. 2 (June 1914)**
Memorial Address: Commemorating Life, Character and Services of Francis Xavier Matthieu
  Charles B. Moores
First Things Pertaining to Presbyterianism on the Pacific Coast
  Robert H. Blossom
Journal of David Thompson
  edit. intro. by T. C. Elliott
A Tragedy on the Stickeen in '42
  C. O. Ermatinger
"Letters"
  George H. Himes

**Volume 15, No. 3 (Sept. 1914)**
The "Bargain of 1844" As the Origin of the Wilmot Proviso
  Clark E. Persinger
An Almanac of 1776
J. Neilson Barry
Diary of Samuel Royal Thurston
  intro. by George H. Himes
"Letters"--John McLoughlin, Jesse Applegate, Quincy Adams Brooks
Autobiography of David Thompson
  T. C. Elliott
Constitutional Convention of Oregon
  comp. by George H. Himes

**Volume 15, No. 4 (Dec. 1914)**
History of Astoria Railroad
  Leslie M. Scott
The Fur Trade in the Columbia River Basin Prior to 1811
  T. C. Elliott
Some Recollections of E. L. Applegate
  George Stowell
Personal Reminiscences of Samuel L. Simpson
  W. W. Fidler
The Influence of Canadian French on the Earliest Development of Oregon
  John Minto
Champoeg, Marion County, the First Grain Market in Oregon
  John Minto
Emigration from Iowa to Oregon in 1843
  rep. from Iowa Journal of History and Politics
"Index"

**Volume 16, No. 1 (Mar. 1915), edited by Frederick George Young**
The Indian War in Washington Territory
  Thomas W. Prosch (OHS annual address)
The Methodist Mission Clair to The Dalles Town Site
  Mrs. R. S. Shackelford
Reminiscences of William H. Packwood
  Fred Lockley
Spanish and French Relics in America
  J. Neilson Barry
"Documentary": Letter of William S. Pickrell to Sanford Watson
Correspondence of the Reverend Ezra Fisher: Pioneer Missionary of the American Baptist Home Mission Society in Indiana, Illinois, Iowa and Oregon
  ed. by Sarah Fisher Henderson, Nellie Edith Latourette, and Kenneth Scott Latourette

**Volume 16, No. 2 (June 1915)**
The Open Rivers Number
  F. G. Young
The Celebration of the Open Columbia
  Marshall N. Dana
The Celilo Canal--Its Origin--Its Building and Meaning
A Tribute to John Minto
William Galloway
Did the Returning Astorians Use the South Pass? A Letter of Ramsay Crooks
contrib. by Harrison C. Dale
"Document": A Hudson's Bay Company Contract

Correspondence of the Reverend Ezra Fisher . . .
ed. by Henderson, Latourette, Latourette

Vol 17, No. 2 (June 1916)
Extracts from the Unpublished Reminiscences of H. R. Kincaid
Some Documentary Records of Slavery in Oregon
Fred Lockley
Diary of Rev. Jason Lee
"Document": Captain Black's Report on Taking of Astoria
Correspondence of the Reverend Ezra Fisher . . .
ed. by Henderson, Latourette and Latourette

Volume 17, No. 3 (Sept. 1916)
The Movement in Oregon for the Establishment of a Pacific Coast Republic
Dorothy Hull
Oregon's Nomination of Lincoln
Leslie M. Scott
"Document": Doctor John McLoughlin to Sir George Simpson, March 20, 1844
intro. note by Katharine B. Judson
Diary of Reverend Jason Lee--II
Correspondence of the Reverend Ezra Fisher . . .
ed. by Henderson, Latourette, Latourette

Volume 17, No. 4 (Dec. 1916)
The Klamath Exploring Expedition, 1850: Settlement of the Umpqua Valley--Its Outcome
Socrates Scholfield
Reminiscences of Mrs. Frank Collins, Nee Martha Elizabeth Gilliam
Fred Lockley
Last Will and Testament of John Day
ed. notes by T. C. Elliott
"Document": Letters of Elihu Wright to His Brother, Samuel Wright
intro. note by Geo. H. Himes
Diary of Reverend Jason Lee--III
Correspondence of the Reverend Ezra Fisher . . .
ed. by Henderson, Latourette, Latourette
"Index"

Volume 18, No. 1 (Mar. 1917), edited by Frederic George Young
Hall Jackson Kelley--Prophet of Oregon
Fred Wilbur Powell
Soil Repair Lessons in Willamette Valley
Leslie M. Scott

Volume 18, No. 2 (June 1917)
Where Is Point Vancouver?
   T. C. Elliott
Idaho--Its Meaning, Origin and Application
   John E. Rees
Hall Jackson Kelley--Prophet of Oregon
   Fred Wilbur Powell
"Obituaries"--David Watson Craig, John Miller Murphy, William Abernethy
   Geo. H. Himes

Volume 18, No. 3 (Sept. 1917)
The Pioneer Stimulus of Gold
   Leslie M. Scott
Hall Jackson Kelley--Prophet of Oregon
   Fred Wilbur Powell
"News and Comment"

Volume 18, No. 4 (Dec. 1917)
The Log of H.M.S. "Chatham"
   T. C. Elliott
The Pioneer Character of Oregon Progress: Selected Writings of Harvey W. Scott
   Fred Wilbur Powell
"News and Comment"
"Index"

Volume 19, No. 1 (Mar. 1918), edited by Frederic George Young
History of Umpqua Academy
   R. A. Booth
Some Recollections of Old Umpqua Academy
   Austin Mires
Umpqua Academy Students' Association
   J. H. Booth
Early History of Southern Oregon
   Binger Hermann
Joel Ware: A Sketch
   George Stowell
"News and Comment" [lengthy]

Volume 19, No. 2 (June 1918)
The Federal Relations of Oregon
   Lester Burrell Shippee
Correspondence of Reverend Ezra Fisher
   ed. by Henderson, Latourette, Latourette
Enoch Pinkney Henderson
George Stowell
"Notes and Comments" [lengthy]
"Death List of Oregon Pioneers"
    George H. Himes

**Volume 19, No. 3 (Sept. 1918)**
The Spirit and Objectives in the Annals of Oregon
    F. G. Young
An Event of One Hundred Years Ago
    T. C. Elliott
Federal Relations of Oregon--II
    Lester Burrell Shippee
"News and Comment"
Correspondence of Reverend Ezra Fisher
    ed. by Henderson, Latourette, Latourette
Joe Meek Trip to Washington, 1847-8 [account from 1877]
    George Wood Ebbert
"Death List of Oregon Pioneers" and "Death List of Members of OHS"
    George H. Himes

**Volume 19, No. 4 (Dec. 1918)**
The Surrender at Astoria in 1818
    T. C. Elliott
The Federal Relations of Oregon--III
    Lester Burrell Shippee
"News and Comment"
    Leslie M. Scott
"Documentary": Puget's Sound Agricultural Company Prospectus
Correspondence of Reverend Ezra Fisher
    ed. by Henderson, Latourette, Latourette
"Death List of Oregon Pioneers"
"Index"

**Volume 20, No. 1 (Mar. 1919)**, edited by Frederic George Young
The Snake River in History
    Miles Cannon
The Northern Boundary of Oregon
    T. C. Elliott
The Federal Relations of Oregon--IV
    Lester Burrell Shippee
Correspondence of Reverend Ezra Fisher
    ed. by Henderson, Latourette, Latourette
"Death List of Oregon Pioneers"
    George H. Himes

**Volume 20, No. 2 (June 1919)**
History of the Narrow Gauge Railroad in the Willamette Valley
Volume 20, No. 3 (Sept. 1919)
Address Delivered by Joseph N. Teal at Eugene, Oregon, May 22, 1919, on the Occasion of the Unveiling of the Pioneer Qualities of the Oregon Pioneers: An Address
Frederick V. Holman
The British Side of the Restoration of Fort Astoria
Katharine B. Judson
The Federal Relations of Oregon--VI
Lester Burrell Shippee
Historical Tablet at Oregon City
George H. Himes
Polk and Oregon---with a Pakenham Letter
Katharine B. Judson
"Death List of Oregon Pioneers"
George H. Himes

Volume 20, No. 4 (Dec. 1919)
British Side of the Restoration of Fort Astoria--II
Katharine B. Judson
The Northwest Boundaries: Some Hudson's Bay Company Correspondence
T. C. Elliott
The Federal Relations of Oregon--VII
Lester Burrell Shippee
"Documents"
"Index"

Volume 21, No. 1 (Mar. 1920), edited by Frederic George Young
Pacific University
Henry L. Bates
Spain and England's Quarrel over the Oregon Country
F. G. Young
The Log of the Princesa by Estevan Martinez
Herbert Ingram Priestley
"Documentary": The Letters of the Rev. William M. Roberts, Third Superintendent of the Oregon Mission
ed. by Robert Moulton Gatke
Volume 21, No. 2 (June 1920)
David Thompson and Beginnings in Idaho
   T. C. Elliott
Educational Plans and Efforts by Methodists in Oregon to 1860
   Read Bain
History of Oregon Normal Schools
   John C. Almack

Volume 21, No. 3 (Sept. 1920)
Ewing Young and His Estate: A Chapter in the Economic and Community Development of Oregon
   F. G. Young

Volume 21, No. 4 (Dec. 1920)
Oregon--Its Meaning, Origin and Application
   John E. Rees
The Early Explorations and the Origin of the Name of the Oregon Country
   William H. Galvani
The Strange Case of Jonathan Carver and the Name Oregon
   T. C. Elliott
"Index"

Volume 22, No. 1 (Mar. 1921), edited by Frederic George Young
A Sketch of the Rogue River Valley and Southern Oregon History
   Alice Applegate Sargent
Notes and Reminiscences of Laying Out and Establishing the Old Emigrant Road into Southern Oregon in the Year 1846
   Lindsay Applegate
The First Stage of the Federal Indian Policy in the Pacific Northwest, 1849-1852
   C. F. Coan

Volume 22, No. 2 (June 1921)
The Origin of the Name Oregon
   T. C. Elliott
"Documentary": Letters of S. H. Taylor to the Watertown [Wisconsin] Chronicle

Volume 22, No. 3 (Sept. 1921)
The Last Phase of the Oregon Boundary Question: The Struggle for San Juan Island
   Andrew Fish
"Documentary": The Letters of the Rev. William M. Roberts
   ed. by R. M. Gatke
"Review" [1, essay-length]
   E. Ruth Rockwood

Volume 22, No. 4 (Dec. 1921)
John Boit's Log of the Columbia--1790-1793
   F. G. Young
Remnant of Official Log of the Columbia
annot. by T. C. Elliott
"Document": Whitman Letter
"Index"

Volume 23, No. 1 (Mar. 1922), edited by Frederic George Young
The Adoption of the Reservation Policy in Pacific Northwest, 1853-1855
   C. F. Coan
The History of the Oregon Mission Press
   Howard Malcolm Ballou
Jonathan Carver's Source for the Name Oregon
   T. C. Elliott
The First Indian School of the Pacific Northwest
   Robert Moulton Gatke
"Review" [1]--rep. from AHR
   Joseph Schafer

Volume 23, No. 2 (June 1922)
The Origin of the Prehistoric Mounds of Oregon
   George William Wright
The History of the Oregon Mission Press--II
   Howard Malcolm Ballou
"Documentary": The Case of Robin Holmes vs. Nathaniel Ford, ed. by Fred Lockley
Mining Laws of Jackson County, 1860-1876
   intro. and notes by Verne Blue
Letters of the Rev. William M. Roberts--III
   ed. by R. M. Gatke

Volume 23, No. 3 (Sept. 1922)
The Oregon Question--1818-1828
   Verne Blue
Education in the Oregon Constitutional Convention of 1857
   Ira W. Lewis
"Documentary": The Mission Record Book of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Willamette
Station, Oregon Territory, North America, Commenced 1834
   intro. by Charles Henry Carey
"Letters"
An Account of the First Attempt at Exploration of the "Oregon Caves"
   Wm. W. Fidler
History of the Discovery of the Marble Halls of Oregon
   E. J. Davidson

Volume 23, No. 4 (Dec. 1922)
John Kendrick and His Sons
   F. W. Howay
"Documentary": Methodist Annual Reports, Willamette Mission intro. by Charles Henry Carey
"Documentary": Letters of Dr. John McLoughlin intro. by T. C. Elliott
"Index"

**Volume 24, No. 1 (Mar. 1923)**, edited by Frederic George Young
Ewing Young in the Fur Trade of the Far Southwest, 1822-1834
Recollections of Benjamin Franklin Bonney
Fred Lockley
First Newspapers of Southern Oregon and Their Editors
George H. Himes
"Documentary": Diary of Rev. George Gary intro. by Charles Henry Carey
"Letters"

**Volume 24, No. 2 (June 1923)**
A Northwest Trader at the Hawaiian Islands
Ralph S. Kuykendall
Letters Relating to the Second Voyage of the Columbia ed. and intro. by F. W. Howay
"Documentary": Diary of Reverend George H. Gary--II notes by Charles Henry Carey
Reminiscences of James E. R. Harrell
Fred Lockley
"Letters"
"Review" [1, rep. from AHR], Joseph Schafer

**Volume 24, No. 3 (Sept. 1923)**
A History of High School Legislation in Oregon to 1910
Charles Abner Howard
John Work's Journey from Fort Vancouver to Umpqua River, and Return, in 1834 intro. and comment. by Leslie M. Scott
Diary of Rev. George Gary--III Notes by Charles Henry Carey

**Volume 24, No. 4 (Dec. 1923)**
More about Astorians
Stella M. Drumm
The Occasion of the Unveiling of the Memorial Stone on the Grave of Peter Skene Ogden intro. by Henry L. Bates
Address by Frederick V. Holman [OHS pres. on occasion of Ogden unveiling] Dedicatory Address by T. C. Elliott Address of J. D. Chitwood Remarks of Harvey G. Starkweather
Diary of Rev. George Gary--IV
   notes by Charles Henry Carey
Colonel Grimsley's Proposed Expedition to Oregon, in 1841
   ed. and intro. by T. C. Elliott
"Index"

**Volume 25, No. 1 (Mar. 1924)**, edited by Frederic George Young
The California and Oregon Trail, 1849-1860
   Amos William Hartman
James Colnett and the "Princess Royal"
   Ralph S. Kuykendall
Reminiscences of Colonel Henry Ernst Dosch
   Fred Lockley
A Hudson's Bay Company Contract for Hawaiian Labor
   George Verne Blue
Memorial Tribute to Governor Theodore T. Geer
   Judge Peter H. D'Arcy

**Volume 25, No. 2 (June 1924)**
Exercises on the Occasion of the Dedication and Unveiling of the Equestrian Statue "The Circuit Rider"
   Charles H. Carey
The Invocation
   Thomas Jefferson Villers
Donor's Letter to the Governor of Oregon
   R. A. Booth
Acceptance for the State by Governor Walter M. Pierce
The Christian Minister and the State
   Rev. Bishop William O. Shepard
The American Pioneer
   Joseph N. Teal
History of the Educational Activities of the Protestant Episcopal Church in Oregon
   Charles E. Lewis
Journal of a Trip across the Plains, 1851
   P. V. Crawford
"Errata"

**Volume 25, No. 3 (Sept. 1924)**
Oregon's First Railway
   Frank B. Gill
The History of the Oregon and California Railroad
   John Tilson Ganoe
Oregon History Writers and Their Materials
   Leslie M. Scott
"Notes and Comment"

**Volume 25, No. 4 (Dec. 1924)**
Early Days on the Willamette
Fred S. Perrine

Address by Honorable Binger Hermann at Port Orford Homecoming and Pioneer Reunion

The History of the Oregon and California Railroad--II
John Tilson Ganoe

The McNemees and Tetherows with the Migration of 1845: Organization Documents of That Migration
Fred Lockley

"News and Comment"
"Necrology of Oregon Pioneers"
Geo. H. Himes

"Index"

Volume 26, No. 1 (Mar. 1925), edited by Frederic George Young
The Lakes of Oregon
Lewis A. McArthur

Some Additional Notes upon Captain Colnett and the "Princess Royal"
F. W. Howay

The Discovery of the Source of the Columbia River
T. C. Elliott

Memorial Tribute to Judge J. A. Stratton
Judge Peter H. D'Arcy

"Reviews" [2]
F. W. Howay, F. G. Young

"News and Comment"

"Oregon Historical Society Museum Notes"

Volume 26, No. 2 (June 1925)
The Verendrye Expeditions in Quest of the Pacific
Grace Flandreau

Journals of the La Verendrye Trips to the Mandan Villages on the Missouri River in 1738-39 and to the Foothills of the Rocky Mountains in 1742-43
intro. by Ralph Budd

Journal of the First Expedition of Pierre Gaultier, Sieur de La Verendrye to the Mandan Villages on the Missouri
trans. by Douglas Brymner

Journal of the Voyage Made by Chavalier de la Verendrye, with One of His Brothers, in Search of the Western Sea Addressed to the Marquis de Beauharnois
trans. by Anne H. Blegen

John Lyle and Lyle Farm
Julia Veazie Glen

Extract from Exploration of the Oregon Territory, the Californias, and the Gulf of California, Undertaken during the Years 1840, 1841, and 1842, by Eugene Duflot de Mofras
trans. by Nellie Bowden Pipes

David Thompson, Pathfinder and the Columbia River
T. C. Elliott
"News and Comment"

**Volume 26, No. 3 (Sept. 1925)**
Samuel Kimbrough Barlow: A Pioneer Road Builder of Oregon
Mary Barlow Wilkins
A Tribute to Reverend Andrew J. Hunsaker [memorial address]
Chas. B. Moores
The Newspapers of Oregon, 1846-1870
Flora Belle Ludington
Extracts from the Emmons Journal
An Error Concerning Finlay's Journal
Marion O'Neil
The Upper Missouri Historical Expedition, July 16-21, 1925
F. G. Young
"Errata"

**Volume 26, No. 4 (Dec. 1925)**
The Creation of Oregon As a State
Charles H. Carey
"Oregon Geographic Names"
Lewis A. McArthur [intro. note by F. G. Young]
Joseph Henry Wythe, 1822-1901
O. Larsell
Sarah Helmick and Helmick Park
Virginia Nesbit
"Errata"
"Index"

**Volume 27, No. 1 (Mar. 1926), edited by Frederic George Young**
The Creation of Oregon As a State--II
Charles H. Carey
Oregon Immigration prior to 1846
M. L. Wardell
The Development of Medical Education in the Pacific Northwest
O. Larsell
Wishram
Henry J. Biddle
"Oregon Geographic Names"
Lewis A. McArthur
Journal of a Trip to Oregon, 1851
Elizabeth Wood [from 1852]

**Volume 27, No. 2 (June 1926)**
The Columbia River Historical Expedition
F. G. Young
Articles in the Oregon Historical Quarterly Relating to the Columbia River, Settlement of Astoria, Lewis and Clark Expedition
   comp. by Nellie B. Pipes
An Interview with the Late Hon. Binger Hermann of December 1, 1925
   Charles H. Carey
"Oregon Geographic Names"
   Lewis A. McArthur

Volume 27, No. 3 (Sept. 1926)
Lewis and Clark Expedition at Fort Clatsop
   Frederick V. Holman [address by OHS pres.]
In the Land of the Kootenai
   T. C. Elliott
The Columbia River Historical Expedition: The Achievement and Its Promise
   F. G. Young
"Oregon Geographic Names"
   Lewis A. McArthur

Volume 27, No. 4 (Dec. 1926)
James Douglas on the Columbia, 1830-1849
   W. N. Sage
Pioneer Pot Pourri
   Charles B. Moores
Broughton on the Columbia in 1792
   J. Neilson Barry
"Oregon Geographic Names" by Lewis A. McArthur
"Index"

Volume 28, No. 1 (Mar. 1927), edited by Frederic George Young
Nova Albion and New England
   Samuel Eliot Morison
England and Oregon Treaty of 1846
   Henry Commager
The Currency Question in Oregon during the Civil War Period
   Joseph Ellison
The Indians of Oregon--Geographic Distribution of Linguistic Families
   J. Neilson Barry
"Book Review" [1]
   Thomas A. McBride
"Oregon Geographic Names"
   Lewis A. McArthur

Volume 28, No. 2 (June 1927)
New England and the Opening of the Columbia River Salmon Trade, 1830
   Samuel Eliot Morison
The Western Sea in the Jesuit Relations
C. S. Kingston
The Indians in Washington, Their Distribution by Languages
J. Neilson Barry
"Oregon Geographic Names"
Lewis A. McArthur

Volume 28, No. 3 (Sept. 1927)
Frederick V. Holman: An Appreciation
N. J. Levinson
Gleanings from the Story of Our Oregon Pioneers
Hon. George M. Brown
Journal and Report by Dr. Marcus Whitman of His Tour of Exploration with Rev. Samuel
Parker in 1835 beyond the Rocky Mountains
intro. and notes by F. G. Young
The Journal of the Ship Ruby
T. C. Elliott
"Oregon Geographic Names"
Lewis A. McArthur
"News and Comment"
Barbara C. Elliott

Volume 28, No. 4 (Dec. 1927)
A History of Bandon and the Coquille River [from ca. 1900]
George Bennett
Tribal Distribution in Southwestern Oregon
Leslie Spier
The Oregon Pioneers and the Boundary [rep. from AHR]
Frederick Merk
La Verendrye Journals and Letters--A Review
Charles H. Carey
"News and Comment"
Barbara Coit Elliott
The 1928 Anniversaries for Oregon
F. G. Young
"Correction"
“Index”
Volume 29, No. 1 (Mar. 1928), edited by Frederic George Young
The Influence of American Settlements upon the Oregon Boundary Treaty of 1846
Leslie M. Scott
A History of Bandon and the Coquille River
George Bennett
Report of Lieutenant Peel on Oregon in 1845-46
Leslie M. Scott
The Journey to Oregon--A Pioneer Girl's Diary
intro. and ed. by Claire Warner Churchill

Volume 29, No. 2 (June 1928)
History of Pioneer Sheep Husbandry in Oregon
Alfred L. Lomax
Indian Diseases As Aids to Pacific Northwest Settlement
Leslie M. Scott
Captain Gray's First Visit to Oregon
T. C. Elliott
Haswell's Log of a Voyage Round the World on the Ship Columbia Rediviva and the Sloop Washington
T. C. Elliott
The Diary of Henry Bridgeman Brewer: Being a Log of the Lausanne and the Time-Book of The Dalles Mission
intro. and ed. by John M. Canse
On the Plains in 1852
J. Neilson Barry
"Reviews" [2, including OGN]
David W. Hazen, F. G. Young

Volume 29, No. 3 (Sept. 1928)
Historical Review, Champoeg, the Plymouth Rock of the Northwest
Peter H. D'Arcy
The Oregonian Newspaper in Oregon History
Leslie M. Scott
Devine Monument Dedication
Lewis A. McArthur
Dedication Address
John W. Biggs
The Letters of Roselle Putnam
trans. and notes by Sheba Hargreaves
Captain Cook's Approach to Oregon, by T. C. Elliott
John Meares' Approach to Oregon, by T. C. Elliott
The Log of the Lausanne--II
ed. by J. M. Canse
"Notes and Comment"

Volume 29, No. 4 (Dec. 1928)
Superstitions and Ceremonies of Indians of Old Oregon
John Gill

Autobiographical Sketch of William Henry Rector
intro. by Fred Lockley

Journal of Captain Charles Bishop of the "Ruby" in 1795
intro. and notes by T. C. Elliott

The Log of the Lausanne--III
notes and comm. by J. M. Canse

Historic Markers
Lewis A. McArthur

For an Oregon Pioneers Centennial Memorial: A Project of Survey and Planning [rep. from Commonwealth Review]
F. G. Young

"Index" [begins to look modern]

Volume 30, No. 1 (Mar. 1929), edited by Leslie M. Scott

Career of Frederic George Young
Joseph Schafer

Dean F. G. Young--An Appreciation
E. H. McAlister

Oregon Historical Society's Tribute to Frederic G. Young

Some Early Maps and Myths
Charles H. Carey

Oregon Coast As Seen by Vancouver in 1792
T. C. Elliott

Use of Soil Products by Indians
J. Neilson Barry

Log of the Lausanne--IV
notes and comm. by John M. Canse

Autobiography of William Henry Rector
copied by Fred Lockley; abridged by J. Neilson Barry

Reminiscences of John Y. Todd
Lewis A. McArthur

One Hundred Years Ago, in 1929
J. Neilson Barry

"Book Reviews" [4]
McArthur, Elliott, Barry

"News and Comment"

Volume 30, No. 2 (June 1929)

Voyages of Kendrick and Gray in 1787-90
F. W. Howay

Later Affairs of Kendrick; Barrell Letters
Nellie B. Pipes

Governor George Simpson at Astoria in 1824
W. N. Sage and T. C. Elliott

Log of the Lausanne--V
notes and comm. by John M. Canse

History of Champoeg Park
Albert Tozier

Camels in the Inland Empire
T. C. Elliott

University of Oregon Admission, 1876-1927
J. F. Santee

Pioneer Woolen Mills in Oregon
Alfred L. Lomax

Agriculture in the Oregon Country in 1795-1844
J. Neilson Barry

"Reviews" [several, including articles in journals]
"News and Comment" [lengthy]

Volume 30, No. 3 (Sept. 1929)

Voyages of the "Jenny" to Oregon, 1792-94
F. W. Howay and T. C. Elliott

Oregon's Provisional Government, 1843-49
Leslie M. Scott

Truth and Fiction of the Champoeg Meeting
Russell B. Thomas

Pioneer Woolen Mills in Oregon [cont.]
Alfred L. Lomax

Green's Missionary Report on Oregon, 1829
George Verne Blue

Madame Dorion of the Astorians
J. Neilson Barry

"Reviews"
"News and Comment"

Volume 30, No. 4 (Dec. 1929)

Federal Aid to Oregon Trail Prior to 1850
J. T. Dorris

Theodore Talbot Journals, 1843, 1849-52
Charles H. Carey

Pioneer Woolen Mills of Oregon [cont]
Alfred L. Lomax

Activities of Philomath College
John B. Horner

History of Fort Hoskins, 1856-65
Oscar Winslow Hoop

Recollections of the Rickreall
Harriet Nesmith McArthur

Oregon Coast As Seen by Vancouver in 1792
T. C. Elliott

"Reviews"
"News and Comments"
"Index"

**Volume 31, No. 1 (Mar. 1930),** edited by Leslie M. Scott
First Taxes in Oregon, 1844
  Leslie M. Scott
Beginnings of Electric Power in Oregon
  O. B. Coldwell
Historic Umatilla House at The Dalles
  Martha Ferguson McKeown
History of Oregon State College
  John B. Horner
Townsend's Bird Studies in Oregon, 1834-36
  Witmer Stone
Early Oregon Scenes: A Pioneer Narrative
  James D. Miller
Indian Slavery in Pacific Northwest
  Elsie Frances Dennis
One Hundred Years Ago, 1830
  Nellie B. Pipes
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Obituary"

**Volume 31, No. 2 (June 1930)**
Centennial of the Covered Wagon
  Albert Hawkins
Jane Barnes, First White Woman in Oregon
  Kenneth W. Porter
Woolen Mills of Brownsville, 1860-89
  Alfred L. Lomax
In Memory of Edgar W. Wright, Historian
  Henry E. Reed
University Preparatory School, 1876-1904
  J. F. Santee
Early Oregon Scenes: A Pioneer Narrative [cont]
  James D. Miller
Indian Slavery in Pacific Northwest [cont]
  Elsie Frances Dennis
"Reviews" [David W. Hazen becoming prominent]
"News and Comments"
"Obituary"

**Volume 31, No. 3 (Sept. 1930)**
Cruise of Astor's Brig Pedler, 1813-1816
  Kenneth W. Porter
Ellendale Woolen Mill, 1865-71
  Alfred L. Lomax
Early Education in Oregon  
J. F. Santee  
Judge Robert Sharp Bean  
Charles H. Carey  
One Hundred Years Ago, 1831  
Nellie B. Pipes  
"Reviews"  
“News and Comment"  
"Necrology"  

**Volume 32, No. 2 (June 1931)**  
Nationalism of Lewis and Clark  
Leslie M. Scott  
Thomas Starr King in Oregon, 1862  
William G. Eliot, Jr.  
Thomas Milton Gatch, Educator  
J. F. Santee  
Pioneer Wool Mill Products  
A. L. Lomax  
Early Scenes in Harney County  
Lewis A. McArthur  
Wilson Price Hunt, 1783-1842  
T. C. Elliott  
Umpqua Agriculture, 1851  
Jesse Applegate  
Douglas Expeditions, 1840-41 [cont]  
Herman A. Leader  
Ashland Normal School, 1869-1930 [cont]  
William Pierce Tucker  
"Reviews"  
"News and Comment"  
"Necrology"  

**Volume 32, No. 3 (Sept. 1931)**  
Syracuse and Santiam City, 1845-61  
Jesse Steiwer Douglas  
Modern Fallacies of Champoeg  
Leslie M. Scott  
Belshaw Journey, Oregon Trail, 1853  
Gwen Castle  
Oregon City Woolen Mill  
Alfred L. Lomax  
Douglas Expeditions, 1840-41  
Herman A. Leader  
Champoeg and Wai-i-lat-pu  
T. C. Elliott  
Oregon Inlet, Roanoke Island
T. C. Elliott
"Reviews"
“News and Comment"
"Necrology"

**Volume 32, No. 4 (Dec. 1931)**
Broughton, up Columbia River, 1792
   J. Neilson Barry
Early Portland Contrasts
   Leslie M. Scott
Beginnings of Jefferson
   Jesse Steiwer Douglas
Indian Conditions in 1836-38
   Nellie B. Pipes
Beginnings of Ocean Park, 1872-83
   George C. Johnson
Douglas Expeditions, 1840-41 [cont.]
   Herman A. Leader
"Reviews"
“News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Index"

**Volume 33, No. 1 (Mar. 1932)**, edited by Leslie M. Scott
Abbot Railroad Surveys, 1855
   Robert W. Sawyer
Pioneer Gold Money, 1849
   Leslie M. Scott
Columbia River Exploration, 1792
   J. Neilson Barry
Sale of Astoria, 1813
   T. C. Elliott
Wild Plants of Northwest Coast
   Albert Raddin Sweetser
Jefferson Institute, 1857-99
   Jesse Steiwer Douglas
Edward R. S. Canby, Modoc War, 1873
   J. F. Santee
One Hundred Years Ago, 1832
   Nellie B. Pipes
"Reviews"
“News and Comment"
"Necrology"

**Volume 33, No. 2 (June 1932)**
Harney Basin Exploration, 1826-60
   Robert Carlton Clark
Abbot Railway Surveys, 1855 [cont.]
  Robert W. Sawyer
Oregon Orchestra Music, 1868-1932
  Frederick W. Goodrich
Columbia River Exploration, 1792 [cont.]
  J. Neilson Barry
Oregon Literature, 1930-31
  Philip H. Parrish
Oysterville, 1840-97
  Walker Allison Tompkins
Lutheran Education in Oregon
  Martin P. Simon
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 33, No. 3 (Sept. 1932)
Lee, Waller and McLoughlin
  Charles H. Carey
McLoughlin's Answer to Warre Report
  Herman A. Leader
Early Colleges in Oregon
  H. Earl Pemberton
The Chinook Wind
  T. C. Elliott
John Mix Stanley, Indian Painter
  Nellie B. Pipes
Oregon Boundaries
  N. Neilson Barry
Oregon Coast Highway
  Leslie M. Scott
Comcomly and the Chinooks
  J. F. Santee
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 33, No. 4 (Dec. 1932)
Why History Needs To Be Rewritten
  Robert Carlton Clark
More about the Brig Peddler, 1813-16
  Kenneth W. Porter
Social History of Jackson County
  William Pierce Tucker
Diary of Maria Parson Belshaw, 1853
  Joseph W. Ellison
Portland Public Schools, 1845-71
Charles N. Reynolds
Spalding Mission, 1843
Nellie B. Pipes
Peter Corney’s Voyages, 1814-17
J. Neilson Barry
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Index"

Volume 34, No. 1 (Mar. 1933), edited by Nellie B. Pipes

The Lure of the River
Fred W. Wilson
Chief Cassino
Omar C. Spencer
Location of Point Vancouver
intro. by Lewis A. McArthur
France and the Oregon Question
George Verne Blue
Fort Reed and Fort Boise, 1814-35
J. Neilson Barry
The Oregon Memorial of 1838
ed. by Cornelius J. Brosnan
One Hundred Years Ago, 1833
Nellie B. Pipes
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 34, No. 2 (June 1933)

The Skidmore Fountain
Charles Erskine Scott Wood
Roll of Overland Astorians, 1810-12
Kenneth W. Porter
The Lure of the River [cont.]
Fred W. Wilson
William Hobson, Quaker Missionary
ed. by F. Harold Young
France and the Oregon Question [cont.]
George Verne Blue
Pio-Pio-Mox-Mox
J. F. Santee
William Nelson Ferrin
Mary F. Farnham
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
Volume 34, No. 3 (Sept. 1933)
Harvey W. Scott, Historian
Joseph Schafer
Harvey W. Scott, Editor
Chester Rowell
The Resolution on the Oregon Coast, 1793-94
F. W. Howay
Petitions of Oregon Settlers, 1838-48
C. J. Pike
Aberdeen and Peel on Oregon, 1844
ed. by Robert C. Clark
A Beef-Canning Enterprise in Oregon
J. Orin Oliphant
Voyage of the Sequin, 1849
Voyages of the Pallas and Chenamus, 1843-45
Avery Sylvester
Basque Settlement in Oregon
Ione B. Harkness
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 34, No. 4 (Dec. 1933)
Universal Approach to History Study
Elbert D. Thomas
Oregon's Century of Education
Robert H. Down
William Johnson
Henry E. Reed
Brig Owhyhee in the Columbia, 1827
F. W. Howay
Scientists in Early Oregon
B. A. Thaxter
Journal of Rogue River War, 1855
Harvey Robbins
Voyages of the Pallus and Chenamus, 1843-45 [cont.]
Avery Sylvester
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Index"

Volume 35, No. 1 (Mar. 1934), edited by Nellie B. Pipes
Route of Meek Cut-off, 1845
Lawrence A. McNary
The Brig Owhyhee in the Columbia, 1829-30
Volume 35, No. 2 (June 1934)
Snake Country Expedition, 1824-25: An Episode of Fur Trade and Empire
Frederick Merk
The Murder of Peu-Peu-Mox-Mox
T. C. Elliott
California Stage Company in Oregon
Oscar Osburn Winther
Journal of John [Joseph?] H. Frost, 1840-43
ed. by Nellie B. Pipes
The Oregon Printing Association
Nellie B. Pipes
Historic American Buildings Survey Final Results
Jamieson Parker
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 35, No. 3 (Sept. 1934)
Vancouver on the Northwest Coast
Lalla Rookh Boone
Military Beginnings of the Salmon River Highway
Leslie M. Scott
Journal of John [Joseph?] H. Frost, 1840-43
ed. by Nellie B. Pipes
Lee-Greene Correspondence, 1839
J. Orin Oliphant
William Hume, 1830-1902
Sister Mary de Sales McLellan
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
Volume 35, No. 4 (Dec. 1934)
Snake River Fur Trade, 1816-24
W. T. Atkin
Forest Fires in Western Oregon and Western Washington
William G. Morris
Villard and University of Oregon
Philip Henry Overmeyer
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Index"

Volume 36, No. 1 (Mar. 1935), edited by Nellie B. Pipes
Richard ("Captain Johnny") Grant
T. C. Elliott
Military History of Oregon, 1849-59
Robert Carlton Clark
Hudson's Bay Company Claims, 1846-69
Ralph Richard Martig
A Document of Mission History, 1833-43
ed. by Robert Moulton Gatke
Members of First Wyeth Expedition
Philip Henry Overmeyer
The Grave of Madame Dorion
T. C. Elliott
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 36, No. 2 (June 1935)
Wilhelm Keil and Communist Colonies
John E. Simon
Oregon, Texas and California, 1846
Leslie M. Scott
A Document of Mission History, 1833-43 [cont.]
ed. by Robert Moulton Gatke
John McLoughlin, M.D.
T. C. Elliott
Life on the Oregon
Alfred Seton; intro and notes by Fred S. Perrine
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 36, No. 3 (Sept. 1935)
Commerce and Transportation in the Siuslaw and Willamette Valleys, 1850-91
   Alfred L. Lomax
Minutes West Union Baptist Church
   ed. by J. Orin Oliphant
British Side of Oregon Question, 1846
   intro. by Charles H. Carey
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 36, No. 4 (Dec. 1935)
A Brief History of the Earth
   R. H. Baldock
Letters of John McLoughlin, 1805-26
   ed. by Jane Lewis Chapin
Marguerite Wadin McKay McLoughlin
   T. C. Elliott
Adams, Russia and the Northwest Trade, 1824
   Clarence Hines
Oregon's First Reported Murder Case
   Lawrence A. McNary
Minutes West Union Baptist Church [cont.]
   ed. by J. Orin Oliphant
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Index"

Volume 37, No. 1 (Mar. 1936), edited by Nellie B. Pipes
Religion among the Flatheads
   T. C. Elliott
Hudson's Bay Company in California
   Alice B. Maloney
Letters of John R. Tice
   ed. by J. F. Santee
McLoughlin Letters, 1827-49
   Jane Lewis Chapin
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 37, No. 2 (June 1936)
The Coming of the White Women, 1836
   T. C. Elliott
Fairfield Medical School and some Early Oregon Physicians
   O. Larsell
Spalding and Whitman Letters, 1837
Expenses of Mission Journey, 1836
Oregon's New Capitol
Charles A. Sprague
Letters of Charles Stevens, by ed. by E. Ruth Rockwood
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 37, No. 3 (Sept. 1936)
The Coming of the White Women [cont.]
    T. C. Elliott
Medical Education of Dr. Whitman
    Frederick C. Waite
Whitman: "The Good Doctor"
    O. Larsell
An Additional Note on Some Early Oregon Physicians
    O. Larsell
The Protestant Ladder
    Nellie B. Pipes
Letters of Charles Stevens [cont.]
    ed. by E. Ruth Rockwood
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 37, No. 4 (Dec. 1936)
The Coming of the White Women, 1836 [cont.]
    T. C. Elliott
New Portrait of Dr. McLoughlin
    T. C. Elliott
Letters of Dr. John McLoughlin
    ed. by Jane Lewis Chapin
The Oregon State Boundary
    Lewis A. McArthur
Oregon City Private Schools
    Erwin F. Lange
McKenzie's Winter Camp, 1812-13
    F. D. Haines
Letters of Charles Stevens [cont.]
    ed. by E. Ruth Rockwood
Letter of Catherine Sager Pringle
Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Index"
Volume 38, No. 1 (Mar. 1937), edited by Robert C. Clark
A Chapter in the History of the Oregon Steam Navigation Company: The Ocean Steamship Oregonian
   Dorothy O. Johansen and Frank B. Gill
The Coming of the White Women, 1836 [cont.]
   T. C. Elliott
Letters of Charles Stevens [cont]
   edited by E. Ruth Rockwood
The Oregon City Public School
   Erwin F. Lange
Oregon to California by Wagon, 1872
   Ella Beals; intro. by R. C. Clark
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Members of Oregon Historical Society"

Volume 38, No. 2 (June 1937)
From the Missouri to the Columbia, 1841
   H. E. Tobie
Wreck of a Japanese Junk, 1834: List of References
   comp. by Grace P. Morris
Letters of Charles Stevens [cont]
   ed. by E. Ruth Rockwood
A Brief History of Oregon's Income Tax
   Willis C. Warren
The Coming of the White Women, 1836 [cont]
   T. C. Elliott
Oregonians in the Dictionary of American Biography
   R. C. Clark
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
   Nellie B. Pipes
"Necrology"
"Members of Oregon Historical Society"

Volume 38, No. 3 (Sept. 1937)
Oregon Journalism in 1887
   Eric W. Allen
Keturah Belknap's Chronicle of the Bellfountain Settlement
   ed. by Robert Moulton Gatke
   ed. by Frank B. Gill and Dorothy Johansen
Lieutenant Jeremy Pinch
   J. Neilson Barry
Letters of Charles Stevens [cont]
Volume 38, No. 4 (Dec. 1937)
Letter of Roseman and Perch, July 10th, 1807
J. B. Tyrell
A Chapter in the History of the Oregon Steam Navigation Company: The Steamship Oregonian
ed. by Frank B. Gill and Dorothy Johansen
Chas. R. Train Appointed Oregon Justice, 1852
Charles H. Carey
Development of Astoria, 1811-1850
Grace P. Morris
The Champoeg Meeting of March 4, 1844
J. Neilson Barry

Volume 39, No. 1 (Mar. 1938), edited by Robert C. Clark
The Columbia's Winter Quarters of 1791-1792 Located
Samuel Eliot Morison
Indian Agent's Letter-Book
Clarence Hines
Alexander Carson, Wilhamot Freeman
Alice B. Maloney
Experience of a Chaplain at Fort Vancouver
Herbert Beaver; edited by R. C. Clark
Charcoal Cave: An Archaeological Puzzle
L. S. Cressman and Walter J. Perry
ed. by Frank B. Gill and Dorothy Johansen
Editorial Comment: Reverend Herbert Beaver
R. C. Clark
Letter of Aberdeen to Pakenham, March 4, 1844, Concerning the Oregon Question
ed. by R. C. Clark
Volume 39, No. 2 (June 1938)
The Columbia Maternal Association
   Clifford M. Drury
Joseph L. Meek: A Conspicuous Personality
   H. E. Tobie
The Clackamas-Clark County Boundary, 1850
   Jesse S. Douglas
Who Discovered the Columbia River
   J. Neilson Barry
Anglo-French Diplomacy during the Critical Period of the Nootka Controversy, 1790
   George Verne Blue
Enterprise: Its Background and Beginnings
   J. H. Horner and Grace Butterfield
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Members of Oregon Historical Society"

Volume 39, No. 3 (Sept. 1938)
The New Capitol and State Library
   addresses of Gov. Charles H. Martin, Judge Lawrence T. Harris, Frank Branch
Riley
Wascopam Mission
   Marcella M. Hillgen
The Prohibition Movement in Oregon
   John E. Caswell
The Settlement of the Japanese in Oregon
   Marjorie R. Stearns
Bushrod Washington Wilson
   Bruce Martin
Joseph L. Meek: A Conspicuous Personality [cont]
   H. E. Tobie
Letters Concerning Voyages of British Vessels to the Northwest Coast of America, 1787-1809
   ed. by F. W. Howay
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Members of OHS"

Volume 39, No. 4 (Dec. 1938)
Addresses Delivered at the Dedication of the State Capitol, October 1, 1938
   Leslie M. Scott, Robert W. Sawyer
Communication Pioneering in Oregon
E. D. Smith, Jr.
Address at the Dedication of a Monument to the Pioneers of Crook County at Prineville, August 7, 1938
A. L. Veazie
The Early Fur Trade of the Great Northwest
Frank E. Ross
Joseph L. Meek: A Conspicuous Personality
H. E. Tobie
Jeremy Pinch and the War Department
Jesse S. Douglas
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Members of OHS"
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**Volume 40, No. 1 (Mar. 1939), edited by Robert C. Clark**

Thomas McKay
   Annie Laurie Bird
The Will of Thomas McKay
   Annie Laurie Bird
Joseph L. Meek: A Conspicuous Personality [cont]
   H. E. Tobie
The Nez Perce-Findley Affair
   J. H. Horner and Grace Butterfield
Diary of George Henry Atkinson, D.D., 1847-1858
   ed. by E. Ruth Rockwood
The Prohibition Movement in Oregon
   John E. Caswell
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Members of OHS"

**Volume 40, No. 2 (June 1939)**

Matthews' Adventures on the Columbia: A Pacific Fur Company Document
   ed. by Jesse S. Douglas
The Murals in the State Capitol
   J. Neilson Barry
Chief Concomly's Skull
   A. G. Harvey
Diary of Rev. George H. Atkinson, D.D., 1847-1858
   ed. by E. Ruth Rockwood
The Strange Case of David Thompson and Jeremy Pinch
   T. C. Elliott
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Members of OHS"

**Volume 40, No. 3 (Sept. 1939)**
William T. Newby's Diary of the Emigration of 1843  
ed. by Harry N. M. Winton
Joseph L. Meek: A Conspicuous Personality [cont]  
H. E. Tobie
Diary of Rev. George H. Atkinson, D.D., 1847-1858  
ed. by E. Ruth Rockwood
The Nez Perce "Delegation" of 1831  
Clifford M. Drury
The U.S. Schooner Shark  
Norman A. Howerton
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

**Volume 40, No. 4 (Dec. 1939)**
"Jeremy Pinch" Again  
W. J. Ghent
The Development of Transportation in Oregon, 1843-49  
Oscar Osburn Winther
The Erection of Fort Nez Perce  
Clarence Hines
Champoeg Park  
J. Neilson Barry
Champoeg: Conclusions, with Evaluation of Site  
Charles Rogers Hicks
Diary of Rev. George H. Atkinson, 1847-1858  
E. Ruth Rockwood
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
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**Volume 41, No. 1 (Mar. 1940)**, edited by Alfred Powers
George Henry Himes, Archivist for Guidance of Posterity  
Leslie M. Scott
Robert Carlton Clark, Teacher, Scholar and Historian  
Joseph Schafer
Diary of Reverend G. H. Atkinson, 1847-1858 [cont]  
E. Ruth Rockwood
Fort Hall under the Hudson's Bay Company, 1837-1856  
Louis S. Grant
The Roads and Transportation of Territorial Oregon  
Oscar Osburn Winther
Earliest Oregon Postoffices As Recorded at Washington
  Lewis A. McArthur
Joseph L. Meek: A Conspicuous Personality [cont]
  H. E. Tobie
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Members"

Volume 41, No. 2 (June 1940)
Creative Historical Research in Fiction, Drama, Art: A Symposium
Children of God
  Vardis Fisher
Union Pacific
  Helen Gladys Percéy
Three Murals in the Capitol
  Barry Faulkner
Three Murals in the Capitol
  Frank H. Schwartz
Culture of the Indian Tribes of the Pacific Northwest
  Alexander Goldenweiser
Lament of the Umatilla [verse]
  Bert Huffman
An Amateur Archaeologist's 50 Years in Oregon
  N. G. Seaman
Lewis and Clark Route Retraced across the Bitterroots
  Elers Koch
Winship Settlement in 1810 Was Oregon's Jamestown
  Anna Jerzyk
Botanist in Oregon in 1843-44 for Kew Gardens, London
  Clifford M. Drury
Literacy on the Oregon Trail: Books across the Plains
  James W. Manning
First Local Government, 1841: Index to Primary Sources
  J. Neilson Barry
Flumgudgeon Gazette in 1845 Antedated the Spectator
  Lawrence Clark Powell
Diary of Reverend G. H. Atkinson, 1847-1858
  E. Ruth Rockwood
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
Feast of the Salmon
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"New Members"
Volume 42, No. 2 (June 1941)
Bodega to Clayoquot in 1790 in a Long Boat
   T. C. Elliott
History of Christian College at Monmouth
   J. F. Santee
Stage Annals of Early Oregon from 1846 to 1875
   Alice Henson Ernst
Local Road Legislation in Early Oregon
   Jonas A. Jonasson
Oregon's Historical Esperanto--The Chinook Jargon
   Chester Anders Fee
"Indians Marching" [verse]
   William Hosmer
Ordeal of a Klickitat Family under Klickitat Mores
   Ella M. Rea
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
History of Goble
   Vera McAtee
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
Volume 42, No. 3 (Sept. 1941)
Site of Wallace House, 1812-1814: One Mile from Salem
  J. Neilson Barry
Indian Women As Food Providers and Tribal Counselors
  Leslie M. Scott
Boone Family Reminiscences As Told to Mrs. Dye
  Eva Emery Dye
Commercial Routes from 1792 to 1843: By Sea and Overland
  Oscar O. Winther
Twenty-five National Forests of North Pacific Region
  E. H. Macdaniels
Prineville's Municipal Railroad in Central Oregon
  Randall V. Mills
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
Walker Collection
  Clifford M. Drury
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
[OHS Publications]

Volume 42, No. 4 (Dec. 1941)
Early Days of Electricity in Portland
  O. B. Caldwell
School History Confusion on Forty-ninth North
  George Edward Dorman
Christian College, 1862-1882, and Its Presidents
  J. F. Santee
Artists with Explorations on the Northwest Coast
  Louise Rasmussen
Notes on Historical Geography of Rogue River Valley
  Willis B. Merriam
Added Botanical Notes on Carl A. Geyer, by Frederick V. Coville
Scrapbook of a Historian: Frances Fuller Victor
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
"Annual Meeting"
  Burt Brown Barker
"From the Newspapers"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Index"

Volume 43, No. 1 (Mar. 1942), edited by Alfred Powers
Judge Charles H. Carey, Citizen, Lawyer, Artist, Historian
Omar C. Spencer
Letter of Donald McKenzie to Wilson Price Hunt
T. C. Elliott
Cross Section of Pioneer Life at Fourth Plain
Elizabeth Gedney
The Biggest Little War in American History
J. Henry Brown
Middle Willamette Valley Population Growth
Lloyd D. Black
Artists of the Explorations Overland, 1840-1860
Louise Rasmussen
Chronicle of Western Books Published in 1941
Alfred Powers
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
Care of Records
L. S. Cressman
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
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Volume 43, No. 2 (June 1942)
Development of Metal Mining in Oregon
Albert Burch
Untold Story of the Peacock: Wrecked in 1841
Norman A. Howerton
"Wreck" [verse]
Sam L. Simpson
Jefferson Street Public Levee and the Railroads
Oswald West
Edward Dickinson Baker: Alien Senator
William C. Boyd
The Columbia Gorge
E. D. Baker
Food at Fort Clatsop in 1805-1806
Elizabeth Gedney
Duck and Elk Better [verse]
Patrick Gass
Ballad of the Territorial Road
Romantic Historical Tale of the Nez Perces
Grace Butterfield
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
Joseph's Grave
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
Volume 43, No. 3 (Sept. 1942)
Three Early Oregon Potteries of Barnet Ramsay  
Leslie L. Haskin
Letter of Donald Mackenzie to Wilson Price Hunt  
T. C. Elliott
Oregon's First White Settlers on French Prairie  
Oswald West
Long Continued Influences of Methodism in Oregon  
H. L. Idleman
Early Wallowa Valley Settlers and How They Lived  
J. H. Horner
"Amelia" and "Shirt Tail Gulch" in Mormon Basin  
J. Tracy Barton
Survey of First Half-Century of Oregon Hotels  
Alfred Powers and Mary-Jane Finke
Mill Creek Site of Grist Mill of Hudson's Bay Company  
Leonard Wiley
Site of the Historic Granary of the Methodist Mission
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
Indian Expeditions  
T. C. Elliott
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 43, No. 4 (Dec. 1942)
More Oregon Geographic Names: Supplementary to Book  
Lewis A. McArthur
Vancouver's Brig Chatham in the Columbia  
intro. by F. W. Howay; notes by T. C. Elliott
Hawaii-Columbia River Trade in Early Days  
Alfred L. Lomax
Frontier Humor in Oregon and Its Characteristics  
Randall V. Mills
Frederick George Jacob Lueders: Pioneer Botanist  
Leslie L. Haskin
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
"Annual Meeting"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
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Volume 44, No. 1 (Mar. 1943), edited Alfred Powers
Oregon Geographic Names: Second Supplment  
Lewis A. McArthur
Battleship Oregon's 50 Years: 1893-1943
Leonard Wiley
Origin of the Chinook Jargon on the North West Coast (reprinted)
F. W. Howay
Account of Early Pioneering in the Alsea Valley
J. F. Santee and F. B. Warfield
A Pioneer Judge of Oregon: Matthew P. Deady
Sidney Teiser
Early Electric Interurbans in Oregon
Randall V. Mills
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
"OHS Standing Committees, 1943"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Members"

**Volume 44, No. 2 (June 1943)**
Eugene's Theatres and "Shows" in Horse and Buggy Days
Alice Henson Ernst
An Early Steamboating Era on the Willamette (reprinted)
James O'Meara
Tributaries of the Willamette: Yamhill, Santiam, Calapooya
Ruth Rydell, Alice Greve, Mildred Kerr (respectively)
Project of Community History in Centralia High School
Herndon Smith
Oregon Geographic Names: Third Supplement
Lewis A. McArthur
Winning Beekman Prize Essay on the Oregon Trail
Mary Patricia Rawe
The Society's Librarian
Alfred Powers
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

**Volume 44, No. 3 (Sept. 1943)**
"Thompson Coit Elliott, 1862-1943: A Tribute
F. W. Howay
Eugene's Theatres and "Shows" in Horse-and-Buggy Days (cont.)
Alice Henson Ernst
Specimen of Abernethy Rock: A Medium of Exchange
Stephen H. Bibler
22 Letters of David Logan, Pioneer Oregon Lawyer
ed. by Harry E. Pratt
Oregon Geographic Names: Fourth Supplement
Lewis A. McArthur
Recollections of J. F. Stevens and Senator Mitchell
William H. Galvani
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"

Volume 44, No. 4 (Dec. 1943)
Oregon Geographic Names: Fifth Supplement
  Lewis A. McArthur
The Wagon Train of 1843--Its Dual Significance
  S. B. L. Penrose
George Turner of Supreme Court of Washington Territory
  Claudius O. Johnson
Early Electric Interurbans in Oregon (cont.)
  Randall V. Mills
"Shorter Notices"
"Ninety Years Ago"
"News and Comment"
Judge F. W. Howay (reprinted)
"Necrology"
Announcement
  Alfred Powers
"Index"

Volume 45, No. 1 (Mar. 1944), edited by Lancaster Pollard
McLoughlin Proprietary Account with Hudson's Bay Company
  ed. by Burt Brown Barker
Oregon Geographic Names: Sixth Supplement
  Lewis A. McArthur
World War II History Project
  L. S. Cressman
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Members"

Volume 45, No. 2 (June 1944)
The Books That Enlightened the Emigrants
  Helen B. Kroll
The Oregon Military Police of World War I
  J. F. Santee
Site of the Smith Massacre on July 14, 1828
  ed. by Lancaster Pollard
The Journal of John Work: March 21-May 14, 1825
  ed. by Nellie B. Pipes
Oregon Documents Check List I: Through State Journals
comp. by Eleanor Ruth Rockwood
First True Confession Story Pictures Oregon "Moral"
Herbert B. Nelson
Dead Dick's Danger Ducks: A "Novel of Oregon"
Chester Anders Fee
"Reviews"
"Shorter Notices"
"News and Comment"
"Accessions"
"Necrology"

Volume 45, No. 3 (Sept. 1944)
The Friends Come to Oregon: I, Newberg Meeting
H. S. Nedry
McLoughlin Proprietary Account with North West Company
ed. by Burt Brown Barker
Two Letters by a Pioneer from Arkansas
ed. by Dorsey D. Jones
World War II History Project: Progress Report
L. S. Cressman
Oregon Document Check List II: Committee Reports
comp. by Eleanor Ruth Rockwood
"Reviews"
"Accessions"
"Necrology"
"Shorter Notices"
"News and Comment"

Volume 45, No. 4 (Dec. 1944)
The Roster of the Expedition of Lewis and Clark
Charles G. Clarke
The Friends Come to Oregon: Salem Quarter II
H. S. Nedry
Reminiscences of Joaquin Miller and Canyon City
H. C. Thompson
The Name of William M. Tugman Added to Honor Roll
Carl C. Webb and George Turnbull
Oregon Documents Check List III: Committee Reports
comp. by Eleanor Ruth Rockwood
"Reviews"
"News and Comment"
"Necrology"
"Accessions"
Preserving Oregon's History--You Can Help
"1944 Publications of OHS"
"Index"

**Volume 46, No. 1 (Mar. 1945),** edited by Lancaster Pollard  
A History of City Planning in Portland, Oregon  
Arthur D. McVoy  
Early Commercial Importance of the Mullan Road  
Oscar Osburn Winther  
The Friends Come to Oregon, III: Washington Work  
H. S. Nedry  
Oregon Document Check List IV: Laws and Codes  
comp. by Eleanor Ruth Rockwood  
Old Chief Joseph's Grave  
Grace Butterfield  
"Reviews"  
“Shorter Notices”  
"News and Comment"  
"Necrology"  
"Accessions"  
"Members"

**Volume 46, No. 2 (June 1945)**  
Early Oregon Country Forts: A Chronological List  
J. Neilson Barry  
Recent History of Oregon's Electric Interurbans (cont.)  
Randall V. Mills  
Famous Horses and Horsemen of the Pioneer Period  
Oswald West  
Oregon Documents Check List V: Officials, Boards  
comp. by Eleanor Ruth Rockwood  
Oregon Archives Program  
L. S. Cressman  
"Reviews"  
"Shorter Notices"  
"News and Comment"  
"Necrology"  
"Accessions"

**Vol 46, No. 3 (Sept. 1945)**  
International Rivalries in Pacific Northwest  
Richard W. Van Alstyne  
Trotting Horses and Races of the Pioneer Period  
Oswald West  
Willamette Valley in 1859: The Diary of a Tour  
ed. by H. S. Nedry  
Oregon Document Check List VI: Officials, Boards  
comp. by Eleanor Ruth Rockwood  
Proverbs in Oregon
Volume 46, No. 4 (Dec. 1945)
History of Care of Insane in the State of Oregon
O. Larsell
The Ashland Woolen Mills from 1868 to 1900
Alfred L. Lomax
Oregon Geographic Names: Additions since 1944
Lewis A. McArthur
Oregon Document Check List VIII: Officials, Boards
comp. by Eleanor Ruth Rockwood

Volume 47, No. 1 (Mar. 1946), edited by Lancaster Pollard
History of Medical Journals in the Pacific Northwest
O. Larsell
The James Douglas Report on the "Beaver Affair"
    ed. by W. Kaye Lamb
More Letters by Narcissa and Marcus Whitman
    ed. by L. A. Kibbe
Oregon Documents Check List VIII: Officials, Boards
comp. by E. R. Rockwood
Oregon Geographic Names II: Additions since 1944

Volume 47, No. 2 (June 1946)
Southern Route into Oregon: Notes and a New Map
Buena Cobb Stone
Beginning of Labor Movement in Pacific Northwest
Harry W. Stone
Joaquin Miller: Lawyer, Poet, Judge in Canyon City
Howard McKinley Corning
Naming and Early Settlement of Ilwaco, Washington
Mildred Colbert
Oregon Geographic Names III: Additions since 1944
Lewis A. McArthur
Oregon Document Check List IX: Officials, Boards
comp. by E. R. Rockwood
"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
"News and Comment"

**Volume 47, No. 3 (Sept. 1946)**
Life of George H. Williams: Almost Chief-Justice
Sidney Teiser
A History of Transportation in the Pacific Northwest
Randall V. Mills
Broadcasts Capture Dramatic Values in Pioneer History
Robert Ormond Case
Oregon Geographic Names IV: Additions since 1944
L. A. McArthur
Oregon Document Check List X: Officials, Boards
comp. by E. R. Rockwood
"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
"News and Comment"

**Volume 47, No. 4 (Dec. 1946)**
History of the Community of Multnomah, Oregon
Marguerite Norris Davis
Life of George H. Williams: Almost Chief-Justice (cont.)
Sidney Teiser
Oregon Geographic Names V: Additions since 1944
L. A. McArthur
Oregon Document Check List XI: Concluding Entries
comp. by E. R. Rockwood
"Reviews"
The Folk Phrase for It
"Affiliated Societies"
"News and Comment"
"Accessions"
"Index"

**Volume 48, No. 1 (Mar. 1947)**
Oregon Labor Disputes, 1919-23: I, The Living Wage
Harvey Elmer Tobie
1830 Report on the Fur Trade by General William Clark
Oregon Geographic Names VI: Additions since 1944, by L. W. McArthur
"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
Government Grants and Patents in Vancouver, Washington
Howard J. Burnham

The First Chief Justice of Oregon Territory: William P. Bryant
Sidney Teiser

Ghost Towns of the Willamette of the Riverboat Period
Howard McKinley Corning

Oregon Geographic Names VII: Additions since 1944
L. A. McArthur

Oregon Labor Disputes, 1919-1923: Government and Wages (cont.)
Harvey Elmer Tobie

The Second Chief Justice of Oregon Territory: Thomas Nelson
Sidney Teiser

Origins of the Episcopal Church in the Pacific Northwest
Thomas E. Jessett

Utah and Northern Railway Co.: A Brief History
Robert L. Wrigley, Jr.

Oregon Geographic Names VIII: Additions since 1944
L. A. McArthur

Origins of the Episcopal Church in the Pacific Northwest (cont.)
Thomas E. Jessett

Oregon Labor Disputes, 1919-23: III, Local Controversies
Harvey Elmer Tobie

Oregon Geographic Names IX: Additions since 1944
L. A. McArthur

Volume 49, No. 1 (Mar. 1948); edited by Lancaster Pollard
History of Livestock Industry in the Pacific Northwest
J. Orin Oliphant

Early Oregon Daguerrotypers and Portrait Photographers
Theodosia Teel Goodman

Geographic Names of Western Montana, Northern Idaho
Elers Koch

Oregon Geographic Names X: Additions since 1944
Lewis A. McArthur

"Minutes of Annual Meeting"
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"News Notes"
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Volume 49, No. 2 (June 1948)
The Archeological Excavation of Fort Vancouver
Louis R. Caywood

The Archeological Excavation of Waiilatpu Mission
Thomas R. Garth

Oregon Geographic Names XI: Additions since 1944
Lewis A. McArthur
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Volume 49, No. 3 (Sept. 1948)
First Associate Justice of Oregon Territory: O. C. Pratt
Sidney Teiser

Oregon Volunteer Reminiscences of the War with Spain
H. C. Thompson

The Exploratory Excavation of Fort Clatsop
Louis R. Caywood

The Pendleton Wool-Scouring and Packing Company
Alfred L. Lomax

Oregon Geographic Names XII: Additions since 1944, by L. A. McArthur

"Reviews"
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"News Notes"
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Volume 49, No. 4 (Dec. 1948)
"Some Phases of Oregon History": The Annual Society Address
Herbert A. Kellar

A Pioneer Woman's Reminiscences of Christmas in the Eighties
Polly McKeans Bell

Lower Columbia Indian Weapons
Volume 50, No. 1 (Mar. 1949); edited by Lancaster Pollard
Federal Road Building Grants for Early Oregon
  W. Turrentine Jackson
The Execution of Chief Leschi and the "Truth Teller"
  Martin Schmitt
A Columbia Lancaster Letter about Oregon in 1847
  ed. by Mentor L. Williams
A Brief Historical Introduction to Oregon Firearms
  Jack Hornback
Oregon Geographic Names XIV: Additions since 1944
  L. A. McArthur
"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
OHS Board, Staff, Pubs

Volume 50, No. 2 (June 1949)
Baker City in the Eighties: Boyhood Memories, by Wesley Andrews
Nez Perces in Indian Territory: An Archival Study
  Berlin B. Chapman
Poet of the Oregon Backwoods: Henry H. Woodward
  Alice Bay Maloney
Oregon Geographic Names XV: Additions since 1944, by L. A. McArthur
"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
OHS Board, Staff, Pubs

Volume 50, No. 3 (Sept. 1949)
The Estate of Dr. John McLoughlin: The Papers Discovered
  Burt Brown Barker
The Historical Geography of Idaho Counties
  Benjamin E. Thomas
Protestant Missionaries in Oregon: A Bibliographic Survey
  Clifford M. Drury
Reminiscences and Anecdotes of Oregon History
  Oswald West
OHS Board, Staff, Pubs

Volume 50, No. 4 (Dec. 1949)
"Bunk-Shanty Ballads and Tales": The Annual Society Address
James Stevens

Reminiscences and Anecdotes: Political History
Oswald West

Transporting Livestock by Boat up the Columbia, 1861-1868
Earle K. Stewart

"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
"Minutes of Annual Meeting"
"Index"
OHS Board, Staff, Pubs

Volume 51, No. 1 (Mar. 1950); edited by Lancaster Pollard

The Oregon Legislature of 1868 and the Fourteenth Amendment
Robert W. Johannsen

Reminiscences and Anecdotes: Horse and Buggy Days
Oswald West

Steamboats on the Columbia: The Pioneer Period
Earle K. Stewart

Oregon Wool-Scouring Plants of the Early 1900s
Alfred L. Lomax

"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
Board, Staff, Pubs

Volume 51, No. 2 (June 1950)

Diary of a Fourteen Year Old Boy's Days with Chief Joseph
Erskine Wood

Reminiscences and Anecdotes: Mostly about Politics
The Lost County, Umpqua, Oregon, and Its Early Settlements
Verne Bright

A Letter by Henry H. Spalding from the Rocky Mountains
"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
Board, Staff, Pubs

Volume 51, No. 3 (Sept. 1950)

Problems of Locating and Using Historical Manuscripts
Herbert A. Kellar, William N. Bischoff, Harry C. Bauer, S. K. Stevens

History in Pacific Northwest Novels Written since 1920
Helen Hitt

Davy Crockett Legend and Tales in the Oregon Country
Verne Bright

"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
OHS Board, Staff, Pubs

**Volume 51, No. 4 (Dec. 1950)**
McMurtrie's *Oregon Imprints*: A Supplement  
George N. Belknap
Early Explorations through Warm Springs Reservation Area  
Ralph M. Shane
Visit to the McLoughlin Country: The Annual Society Address  
Burt Brown Barker
"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
"Minutes of Annual Meeting"
"Index"
OHS Board, Staff, Pubs

**Volume 52, No. 1 (Mar. 1951)**; edited by Lancaster Pollard
Black Harris, Mountain Man, Teller of Tales  
Verne Bright
History of Papermaking in the Pacific Northwest: I  
W. Claude Adams
Clinton De Witt Smith, Secretary, Idaho Territory, 1864-1865  
Merle W. Wells
"Bibliographic Notes"  
Martin Schmitt
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
Board, Staff, Pubs

**Volume 52, No. 2 (June 1951)**
Contributions of Virginians in Oregon, 1850  
Harvey E. Tobie
History of Papermaking in the Pacific Northwest: II  
W. Claude Adams
The St. Helens-Hillsborough Territorial Road  
George A. Nelson
Senator Baker of Oregon  
Grant Conway
Quivira, a Legendary City of the Oregon Coast  
Verne Bright
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
OHS Board, Staff, Pubs

**Volume 52, No. 3 (Sept. 1951)**
Extinguishing Indian Titles on the Oregon Coast
Jerry A. O'Callaghan
Reminiscences and Anecdotes: McNarys and Lanes
Oswald West
History of Papermaking in the Pacific Northwest: III
W. Claude Adams

"Art Note"
Harris K. Pryor

"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
OHS Board, Staff, PUbs

Volume 52, No. 4 (Dec. 1951)
The Pacific Northwest: A Regional Study
Lancaster Pollard
Reminiscences and Anecdotes: The Harding Brothers
Oswald West
The Folklore and History of the "Oregon Fever"
Verne Bright

A Note on Bison Hunting: A Few Were Saved
F. J. Clifford

"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
"Minutes of the Annual Meeting"
"Index"
Board, Staff

Volume 53, No. 1 (Mar. 1952); edited by Lancaster Pollard
Voting Behavior in Oregon: An Analysis
Leonie N. Brooke
Klamath Indians and the Oregon Wagon Road Grant, 1864-1938
Jerry A. O'Callaghan
The Bridge of the Gods in Fact and Fancy
Ella Clark

"Reviews"
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
OHS Board, Staff, PUbs

Volume 53, No. 2 (June 1952)
Election of Senator Chamberlain, the People's Choice
Russell G. Hendricks
Union Woolen Mill Company: A Successful Decade
Alfred L. Lomax
The Life of Sarah Winnemucca: The Formative Years
George F. Brimlow

"Reviews"
Volume 53, No. 3 (Sept. 1952)
George N. Sanders, "Influence Man" for the Hudson's Bay Company
John S. Galbraith
Oregon and California Railroad Land Grant Management
Oswald West
Some Nez Perce Traditions Told by Chief Armstrong
ed. by Ella E. Clark
"Documents"
ed. by various people
"Affiliated Societies"
OHS Board, Staff

Volume 53, No. 4 (Dec. 1952)
The Annual Society Address: For the Land's Sake
Howard J. Burnham
Notes on the Early History of Grant County
H. S. Nedry
"Affiliated Societies"
"Minutes of the Annual Meeting"
"Index"
OHS Board, Staff, PUbs

Volume 54, No. 1 (Mar. 1953); edited by Lancaster Pollard
David W. Ballard, Governor of Idaho, 1866-1870
Merle W. Wells
The Library of a Fur Trader at Fort Umpqua
J. Orin Oliphant
Oregon Know Nothing Pamphlet Illustrates Early Politics
Priscilla Knuth
"Reviews"
"News Notes"
"Affiliated Societies"
Board, Staff, PUbs

Volume 54, No. 2 (June 1953)
Captain Edward O. C. Ord in the Rogue River Indian War
Bernarr Cresap
Indian Story-Telling of Old in the Pacific Northwest
Ella E. Clark
Thomas Kay Woolen Mill Co.: A Family Enterprise
Alfred L. Lomax
Remember the Winter of ---? Weather and Pioneers
Donald H. Clark
"Affiliated Societies"
OHS Board, Staff, Pubs

**Volume 54, No. 3 (Sept. 1953)**
The Mythology of the Indians in the Pacific Northwest
   Ella E. Clark
Pacific Northwest Letters of George Gibbs
   ed. by Vernon Carstensen
Oregon's First Salmon Canner, "Captain" John West
   Glenn Cunningham
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
Board, Staff, Pubs

**Volume 54, No. 4 (Dec. 1953)**
Workmen's Compensation Law: Notes on the Beginning
   Wm. A. Marshall
Oregon Coast Prehistory: Problems and Progress
   L. S. Cressman
Development of Industrial Arts in Oregon's School System
   Robert M. Moreland
The Oregon State Society of Washington, D.C.
   Pherne Miller
"Reviews"
“Affiliated Societies"
Minutes of the Annual Meeting
"Index"
Board, Staff, Pubs
Volume 55, No. 1 (Mar. 1954); edited by Lancaster Pollard
I.W.W. in the Pacific N.W.: Rebels in the Woods
Robert L. Tyler
Thomas Fielding Scott: Bishop of Oregon
Thomas E. Jessett
When Mark Twain Spoke in Portland
Hubert H. Hoeltje
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
OHS Board, staff, pubs

Volume 55, No. 2 (June 1954)
McMurtrie's Oregon Imprints: A Second Supplement
George N. Belknap
Some Aspects of Presbyterian History in Oregon
Clifford M. Drury
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
OHS board, staff, pubs

Volume 55, No. 3 (Sept. 1954)
Oregon State Park System: A Brief History
S. H. Boardman
The Early History of the Puget's Sound Agricultural Company, 1838-43
John S. Galbraith
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
"Reviews"
OHS board, staff, pubs

Volume 55, No. 4 (Dec. 1954)
A Breckinridge Democrat on the Secession Crisis: Letters of Isaac I. Stevens, 1860-61
ed. by Robert W. Johannsen
The Later Life and Activities of General Joel Palmer
Stanley S. Spaid
"Affiliated Societies"
"News Notes"
Minutes of the Annual Meeting
"Index"
OHS board, staff, pubs

Volume 56, No. 1 (Mar. 1955)
"Life Members"
Lewis Ankeny McArthur, 1883-1951
Omar C. Spencer
Food of the Overland Emigrants
Kathryn Troxel
The Idaho Admission Movement, 1888-1890  
Merle W. Wells

Editorial News
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
Publications
OHS Board, staff, pubs

Volume 56, No. 2 (June 1955)
Historical Romance of Senator Neuberger's Election  
William Appleman Williams

Early Oregon Documents: Some Bibliographical Revisions  
George N. Belknap

The Lady and the Law: A Portrait of Mary Leonard  
Malcolm H. Clark, Jr.

Notes on Columbia River Salmon  
Albion Gile

Editorial News
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff, Life members

Volume 56, No. 3 (Sept. 1955)
Mount St. Helens' Recent Eruptions  
Kenneth L. Holmes

Medical Aspects of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, by O. Larsell
Fifty Years of Research in the Pacific Northwest, by Thornton T. Munger

Editorial News
Letter to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff, pubs

Volume 56, No. 4 (Dec. 1955)
George Gibbs' Account of Indian Mythology in Oregon and Washington Territories  
Ella E. Clark

Columbia College 1856-60  
Perry D. Morrison

Editorial News
Letters to the Editor
Volume 57, No. 1 (Mar. 1956)
Architecture in Oregon, 1845-1895
  Marion D. Ross
Editorial News
Letter to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS board, staff, pubs

Volume 57, No. 2 (June 1956)
Pioneer Botanists of the Pacific Northwest
  Erwin F. Lange
George Gibbs' Account of Indian Mythology in Oregon and Washington Territories, Part II
  Ella E. Clark, editor
Editorial News
Touring Information on Oregon Area Museums
Letter to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff, pubs

Volume 57, No. 3 (Sept. 1956)
The Mysterious Shoe-String Railroad
  Frederick M. DeNeffe
The Klamath Indians and the Treaty of 1864
  Theodore Stern
Reflections on the Historiography of American Entry Into World War II
  William Appleman Williams
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff, pubs

Volume 57, No. 4 (Dec. 1956)
Mostly Division "R" Days
  Harold D. Langille
Woodrow Wilson: The End of His First Century
Volume 58, No. 4 (Dec. 1957)
Randolph: Ghost Town of the Oregon Beaches
   Verne Bright
The Old School Baptists in Early Oregon
   Clifford R. Miller
Caleb Cushing's Chinese Mission and the Treaty of Wanghia: A Review
   Richard E. Welch, Jr.
Time to a Forester
   David T. Mason
Editorial News
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
Annual Meeting
Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws: Revision From 1948
OHS Board, staff
Annual Index

Volume 59, No. 1 (Mar. 1958)
Memories of Moray Applegate
   H. C. Thompson
Jason Lee's Peoria Speech
   Stuart B. Mockford
A Bibliography of Theses and Dissertations Concerning the Pacific Northwest and Alaska: Supplement, 1949-1957
   Erik Bromberg
Editorial News
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
OHS Board, staff

Volume 59, No. 2 (June 1958)
Oregon Meteorites
   Erwin F. Lange
The Role of Mining in the Economic Development of Idaho Territory
   August C. Bolino
Editorial News
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

Volume 59, No. 3 (Sept. 1958)
Old Oregon School Days
   Alice Applegate Peil
McMurtrie's Oregon Imprints: A Third Supplement
   George N. Belknap
Editorial News
Gifts to the Library
Letter to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

Volume 59, No. 4 (Dec. 1958)
War Without Medals
   H. C. Thompson
Across Oregon's 'Desert' by Buckboard
   Harold Douglas Langille
Letters to the Editor
Museum Accessions, 1957
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
Annual Meeting
OHS Board, staff, pubs
Annual Index

Volume 60, No. 1 (Mar. 1959)
Oregon
   David McCord
Mt. Hood or Bust: The Old Road
   Ivan M. Woolley, M.D.
The First Oregon Cavalry and the Oregon Central Military Road Survey of 1865
   L. C. Merriam, Jr.
Editorial News
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff, pubs

Volume 60, No. 2 (June 1959)
When We Logged the Columbia
   Oliver Greeley Hughson
Oregon Archives, 1841-1843
   edited by David C. Duniway and Neil R. Riggs
Volume 60, No. 3 (Sept. 1959)
Brother Jonathan: Pioneer Steamship of the Pacific Coast
   Alfred L. Lomas
William Birch McMurtrie: A Painter Partially Restored
   Robert D. Monroe
Journey Into Southern Oregon: Diary of a Pennsylvania Dutchman
   Edward B. Ham

Volume 60, No. 4 (Deec. 1959)
From Ouragan to Oregon
   Vernon F. Snow
Some Christmas Holidays in the Oregon Country
   Ella E. Clark
The Fight to Close the Rogue
   Gordon B. Dodds
Oregon Territorial Post Offices and Handstamped Postal Markings
   Edward R. Payne

Volume 61, No. 1 (Mar. 1960)
Pioneering Years in Hamlet, Oregon: A Finnish Community
   Marie Holst Pottssmith
W. S. U'Ren and the Single Tax in Oregon
   Robert C. Woodward
Volume 61, No. 2 (June 1960)
A Century of Oregon Covered Bridges
Lee H. Nelson
"Oregon" Revisited
Malcolm H. Clark, Jr.
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

Volume 61, No. 3 (Sept. 1960)
Frontier Humor: Plain and Fancy
Erik Bromberg
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff, pubs

Volume 61, No. 4 (Dec. 1960)
Hawaii's Program of Primacy in Polynesia
Merze Tate
HMS Modeste on the Pacific Coast, 1843-47: Log and Letters
Indian Thanksgiving in the Pacific Northwest
Ella E. Clark
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
Annual Meeting
OHS Board, staff
Annual Index

Volume 62, No. 1 (Mar. 1961)
American Strategy in the Pacific Ocean
Samuel Eliot Morison
Knickerbocker Views of the Oregon Country: Judge William Strong's Narrative
with foreward by William Duncan Strong
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff, pubs

Volume 62, No. 2 (June 1961)
Courts, Counselors and Cases: The Judiciary of Oregon's Provisional Government
Mirth T. Kaplan
The Portland Woolen Mills, Inc.
Alfred L. Lomax
Letter to the Editor
Book Reviews
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

**Volume 62, No. 3 (Sept. 1961)**
Blue Mountain Eldorados: Auburn, 1861
   Verne Bright
From Ithaca to Clatsop Plains: Miss Ketcham's Journal of Travel, Part I
   Leo M. Kaiser and Priscilla Knuth, editors
Letter to the Editor
Book Reviews
News Notes
OHS Board, staff, pubs

**Volume 62, No. 4 (Dec. 1961)**
Francis F. Victor in Ascent: Western Hagiology Recumbent
   Hazel Emery Mills
From Ithaca to Clatsop Plains: Miss Ketcham's Journal of Travel, Part II
   Leo M. Kaiser and Priscilla Knuth, editors
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
Annual Meeting
OHS Board, staff
Annual Index

**Volume 63, No. 1 (Mar. 1962)**
After the Covered Wagons: Recollections of Russell C. and Ellis S. Dement
   E. R. Jackman, editor
Golden Gate to Columbia River on the Bark *Keoka*: Isaac A. Flint's Journal
   Ted Van Arsdol, editor
Pedagogy in the Wilderness
   Theodore J. St. Hilaire, S.J.
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff, pubs

**Volume 63, No's. 2 & 3 (June-Sept. 1962)**
The Round Hand of George B. Roberts
   The Cowlitz Farm Journal, 1847-51
   Letters to Mrs. F. F. Victor, 1878-83
"After Thoughts"
   Maria Cable Cutting, Robert's sister-in-law
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff, pubs

**Volume 63, No. 4 (Dec. 1962)**
The Westfall Country: Limning in the Open Spaces
   Earl R. Smith
Alvord Ranch Interlude: Life on a Celebrated Range
   Evelyn Gilcrest
Book Reviews
News Notes
Annual Meeting
OHS Board, staff
Annual Index

**Volume 64, No. 1 (Mar. 1963)**
The Royal Visitors
   Alfred Frankenstein
_The Columbian: Washington Territory’s First Newspaper_
   William A. Katz
William Brooks, Chinook Publicist
   Claude E. Schaeffer
The Effect of O & C Forest Management on the Economy of Oregon
   David T. Mason
Letter to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff, pubs

**Volume 64, No. 2 (June 1963)**
Early Sheep Ranching in Eastern Oregon, by Judith Keyes Kenny
_The Religious Expositor: Oregon Pioneer Journal, by Clifford R. Miller_
McMurtrie’s Oregon Imprints: A Fourth Supplement, by George N. Belknap
Book Reviews
OHS Board, staff, pubs

**Volume 64, No. 3 (Sept. 1963)**
Alexander Lattie’s Fort George Journal, 1846
The 1918 “Spanish Influenza” Pandemic in Oregon
   Ivan M. Woolley, M.D.
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff, pubs
Volume 64, No. 4 (Dec. 1963)
William Strong, Associate Justice of the Territorial Courts
Sidney Teiser
Cyrus Olney, Associate Justice of Oregon Territory Supreme Court
Sidney Teiser
The Millionaire and the Village: Jesse Winburn Comes to Ashland
Franklyn D. Mahar
Oregon Grapeshot
Leivy A. Murphy
Book Reviews
News Notes
Annual Meeting
OHS Board, staff
Annual Index

Volume 65, No. 1 (Mar. 1964)
Cavalry in the Indian Country, 1864
edited by Priscilla Knuth
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
OHS Board, staff, 2 maps

Volume 65, No. 2 (June 1964)
Skirving's Moving Panorama: Colonel Fremont's Western Expeditions Pictorialized
Joseph Earl Arrington
The Fort on the Luckiamute: A Resurvey of Fort Hoskins
Preston E. Onstad
Book Reviews
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

Volume 65, No. 3 (Sept. 1964)
Chinese Pheasants, Oregon Pioneers
Virginia C. Holmgren
Coxey's Army in Oregon, 1894
Herman C. Voeltz
Oregon Grapeshot
W. W. Wells
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

Volume 65, No. 4 (Dec. 1964)
The Cape Forts: Guardians of the Columbia
Marshall Hanft
A Bibliography of Theses and Dissertations Concerning the Pacific Northwest and
Alaska: Supplement, 1958-1963
Erik Bromberg
"The Oregon Cavalry"
John M. Drake
Letter to the Editor
Book Reviews
Annual Meeting
OHS Board, staff
Annual Index

**Volume 66, No. 1 (Mar. 1965)**
Rueben P. Boise, Last Associate Justice of the Oregon Territory Supreme Court
Sidney Teaser
Obadiah B. McFadden, Oregon and Washington Territorial Judge
Sidney Teiser
Homer Davenport on Stage
Alice Henson Ernst
Oregon Grapeshot
Laban Hill
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

**Volume 66, No. 2 (June 1965)**
Tacoma Seamen's Rest: Waterfront Mission, 1897-1903
Rowena L. and Gordon D. Alcorn
OMV's Fort Henrietta: On Winter Duty, 1855-56
J. W. Reese
Letters of Zebulon C. Bishop, American Traveler
An Adventure in the Surf
Letter to the Editor
Book Reviews
OHS Board, staff

**Volume 66, No. 3 (Sept. 1965)**
Some Pioneer Experiences of George Chandler
W. B. Chandler, editor
I Was a Third Generation Pioneer
W. B. Chandler
An Ohioan's Role in Oregon History
Thomas H. Smith
Major Charles E. Bendire and the Birds of Oregon
Erwin F. Lange
Voice of the West: Harold L. Davis
Francis J. Greiner, S.M.
Oregon's Columbia River Highway
C. Lester Horn
Book Reviews and pubs
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

Volume 66, No. 4 (Dec. 1965)
Modern Museums and Modern Man
Charles van Ravenswaay
Oregon Postcards
Edwin D. Culp
Joseph Gervais, a Familiar Mystery Man
Thomas Vaughn and Martin Winch
Political Arithmetic: Charles L. McNary and the 1914 Primary Election
George Hoffman
Book Reviews and pubs
Annual Meeting
OHS Board, staff
Annual Index

Volume 67, No. 1 (Mar. 1966)
Oregon Geology: The Century-Old Story
Phil F. Brogan
Trees in Hazard: Oregon's Myrtle Groves
Thornton T. Munger
The Long Tom Rebellion
James C. Williams
The Albany Woolen Mill
Alfred L. Lomax
Jesse Steiwer Douglas: In Memoriam
Dorothy O. Johansen
Oregon Grapeshot
Alfred Downing
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

Volume 67, No. 2 (June 1966)
The Idea of the Railroads: Regional Economic Growth
Robert L. Peterson
Economic Growth in Portland in the 1880's
Abner Baker
Oregon Sheep, Wool and Woolens Industries
Peter A. Shroyer
The Cattle Industry of Eastern Oregon, 1880-90
George E. Carter
Lower Columbia Lumber Industry, 1880-93
Thomas R. Cox
Letter to the Editor
Josephine Harpham
Book Reviews
OHS Board, staff

Volume 67, No. 3 (Sept. 1966)
Oregon Historical Center Dedication Address
   Walter Muir Whitehill
Charles Becker, Pony Express Rider and Oregon Pioneer, by Marie Pinney
Corruption and the Disputed Election Vote of Oregon in the 1876 Election, by Harold C. Dippre
Letter to the Editor
   Clark Moor Will
Book Reviews and pubs
Affiliated Societies
OHS Board, staff

Volume 67, No. 4 (Dec. 1966)
"Picturesque" Frontier: The Army's Fort Dalles
   Priscilla Knuth
A Healing Service In the Shaker Church
   Robert H. Ruby, M.D.
Book Reviews and pubs
News Notes
Annual Meeting
OHS Board, staff
Annual Index

Volume 68, No. 1 (Mar. 1967)
"Picturesque" Frontier: The Army's Fort Dalles, Part II
   Priscilla Knuth
U.S. Diplomacy: Influence of Sandwich Islands Missionaries and the ABCFM
   Merze Tate
Book Reviews and pubs
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

Volume 68, No. 2 (June 1967)
Gray's Adventure Cove
   Edmund Hayes
John Jeffery and the Oregon Botanical Expedition
   Erwin F. Lange
Charles L. McNary and the Congressional Election
   Howard A. DeWitt
Three Letters of William Gird, "Veteran of Turf, Field, and Farm"
   Hugh H. Davis
Henderson Luelling, Seth Lewelling and the Birth of the Pacific Coast Fruit Industry
   Thomas C. McClintock
Oregon Grapeshot
   John L. Burres
Book Reviews and pubs
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

Volume 68, No. 3 (Sept. 1967)
Seth Lewelling, William S. U'Ren and the Birth of the Oregon Progressive Movement
   Thomas C. McClintock
Two Cavalrymen's Diaries of the Bannock War, 1878: I. Lt. William Carey Brown
   George F. Brimlow, ed.
Asa Mead Simpson, Lumberman and Shipbuilder
   Stephen Dow Beckham
Book Reviews and pubs
Affiliated Societies
OHS Board, staff

Volume 68, No. 4 (Dec. 1967)
Two Cavalrymen's Diaries of the Bannock War, 1878: II. Pvt. Frederick W. Mayer
   George F. Brimlow, ed.
Recollections of the Bannock War
   Chandler B. Watson
Letter to the Editor    Pure Gold - 1896
   Berkeley Snow
Book Reviews and pubs
News Notes
Annual Meeting
OHS Board, staff
Cumulative listed as honorary members
Annual Index

Volume 69, No. 1 (Mar. 1968)
Meriwether Lewis: Zoologist
   Paul Russell Cutright
The Lost Port Orford Meteorite
   Ellen C. Sedell
Origin of the Term "Black Robe"
   Thomas E. Jessett
Letter to the Editor: The Harris Anvil
Volume 69, No. 2 (June 1968)
Shamrocks and Shepherds: The Irish of Morrow County
John F. Kilkenny
Meriwether Lewis: Botanist
Paul Russell Cutright
Letter to the Editor: Suislaw Head Flattening
Harold Mackey
Touring Information on Some Historical and Pioneer Museums in the Oregon Area
Book Reviews
OHS Board, staff

Volume 69, No. 3 (Sept. 1968)
Jonathan Bourne, Jr., Capital Market and the Portland Stock Exchange...1887
Marian V. Sears
Reports and Journal
Alexander Piper
Oregon Grapeshot, by F. N. Blanchet
Book Reviews and pubs
Affiliated Societies
OHS Board, staff

Volume 69, No. 4 (Dec. 1968)
Bubble Skinner
James F. Morrell and Giles French
Escape by Land: lightship No. 50, by Ted Stokes
Book Reviews and pubs
News Notes
Annual Meeting
OHS Board, staff
Annual Index

Volume 70, No. 1 (Mar. 1969)
Private Journal, 1878, by C. E. S. Wood
19th Century Midwife: Some Recollections
Helen Olson Halverson and Lorraine Fletcher
Letters to the Editor
Hood River Valley Wild Night, by Sydney G. Babson
Canyon City "Fort-up", 1878, by Phil Metschan, Sr.
Oregon Grapeshot
Lucindia Smith
Book Reviews and pubs
Volume 70, No. 2 (June 1969)
The "Indian Problem": Pacific Northwest, 1879
   Roy E. Ekland
Private Journal, 1879
   C. E. S. Wood
Book Reviews
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

Volume 70, No. 3 (Sept. 1969)
Scott of the Oregonian: The Editor as Historian
   Lee M. Nash
Lonely Outpost: The Army's Fort Umpqua
   Stephen D. Beckham
Letter to the Editor   Gibbs-Starling Map, 1851
   Harold Mackey
Book Reviews and items of interest
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
OHS Board, staff

Volume 70, No. 4 (Dec. 1969)
H.M.S. America on the North Pacific Coast
   Barry M. Gough
The Founding of Mt. Angel Abbey
   Gerard G. Steckler, S.J.
Rep. John Floyd, 1817-1829: Harbinger of Oregon Territory
   John H. Schroeder
Letter to the Editor   Joseph Gervais and Jean Baptiste Gervais
   Kenneth L. Holmes
Book Reviews and items of interest
News Notes
Annual Meeting
OHS Board, staff
Cumulative listed as honorary members
Annual Index

Volume 71, No. 1 (March, 1970)
Businessman's Search: Pacific Northwest, 1881
   John A. Brown, ed.
Economic Importance of Early Transcontinental Railroads: Pacific Northwest
   John S. Cochran
Letter to the Editor: Vaquero Foreman
    Marjorie A. Shull
An Occasional Report, Pt. I
    Thomas Vaughn
Society News

Volume 71, No. 2 (June, 1970)
In Those Days . . .: Tillamook County
    E.R. Huckleberry, M.D.
John Barrett and Oregon Commercial Expansion, 1889-1898
    Salvatore Prisco, III
The Main Reason for Hawaiian Annexation in July, 1898
    Thomas J. Osborne
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
Society News

Volume 71, No. 3 (September, 1970)
A Conscientious Objector: Oregon, 1918
    Annette M. Bartholomae
J.B. Charbonneau, Son of Sacajawea
    Irving W. Anderson
Lincoln County Homesteader
    Lillian Maki
Letter to the Editor Klamath County: False Armistice Day, Nov. 9, 1919
    Claudia Spink Lorenz
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
News Notes
An Occasional Report, Pt. II
    Thomas Vaughn
Society News

Volume 71, No. 4 (December, 1970)
Alfred Seton's Journal: A Source for Irving's Tonquin Disaster Account
    Wayne R. Kime
Early Christian Mission of Kutenai Indians
    Claude E. Schaeffer
Letter to the Editor "Niagara" and "China Dam"
    Maynard C. Drawson
Book Reviews and Recent Publications
News Notes
Annual Meeting
Society News
Annual Index

Volume 72, No. 1 (March 1971)
Volume 72, No. 2 (July, 1971)
Russia and the Declaration of the Non-Colonization Principle: New Archival Evidence
N.N. Bolkhovitinov
William H. Seward Visits His Purchase
Ted C. Hinckley
Indian Shaker Church or The Dalles
Ray Harmon
Letter to the Editor To Oregon by Auto, 1915
W.E. Knowles
Book Reviews and Recent Publications
Affiliated Societies
News Notes
Society News

Volume 72, No. 3 (September, 1971)
One-Room School, 1900
Ruth Thayer, ed.
Editorial Opinion and American Imperialism: Two Northwest Newspapers
Edward H. Loy
Bibliography of Theses and Dissertations, Pacific Northwest and Alaska: Supplement, 1964-70
Erik Bromberg
Theses Index
Oregon Grapeshot
Emily L. Loveridge
Letter to the Editor: Alva E. Stovall and Turn of the Century Education
Patricia J. Beckman
News Notes

Volume 72, No. 4 (December 1971)
Up the Kilchis, Part I
Daniel D. Strite
Benjamin Stark, the U.S. Senate, and 1862 Membership Issues, Pt. I
G. Thomas Edwards
Oregon Grapeshot
Henry Goodman
Letter to the Editor: Ashwood, Oregon
Phil F. Brogan  
Book Reviews and Items of Interest  
Annual Meeting  
Society News  
Annual Index  

Volume 73, No. 1 (March, 1972)  
Up the Kilchis, Part II  
Daniel D. Strite  
Benjamin Stark, the U.S. Senate, and 1862 Membership Issues, Part II  
G. Thomas Edwards  
Letter to the editor: Pennoyer v. Neff: Legal Landmark  
Ralph King  
Letter to the Editor: New Light on the Mollalla Indians  
Harold Mackey  
Book Reviews and Recent Publications  
Affiliated Societies  
News Notes  
Society News  

Volume 73, No. 2 (June, 1972)  
A Russian Scientific Expedition to California and Alaska 1839-1849  
E.E. Bloomkvist  
Notes  
Up the Kilchis, Part III  
Daniel D. Strite  

Volume 73, No. 3 (September, 1972)  
Sources for History for Blacks in Oregon  
Lenwood G. Davis  
Up the Kilchis, Part IV  
Daniel D. Strite  
Oregon Borax: Twenty Mule Team-Rose Valley History  
Leslie L. D. Shaffer, Richard P. Baxter  
Frontier Legal Process: Parrish vs. Gray, 1846  
Elmer G. Million  
Letters to the Editor:  
The Painted Hills and the Carroll Family  
Phil F. Brogan  
On Judge Henry E. McGinn . . .  
Hall S. Lusk  
Book Reviews and Recent Publications  
News Notes  
Society News  

Volume 73, No. 4, (December, 1972)  
All the Woods on the Pages, I: H.L. Davis
Howard M. Corning
Over the Brush and Through the Trees: Surveying, 1900-1909

Ray L. Stout
Book Reviews and Recent Publications

Annual Meeting and Address

Society News

Annual Index

Volume 74, No. 1, (March 1973)
Evergreen on the Queets, by Rowena L. and Gordon D. Alcorn
Charles Alexander: Youth of the Oregon Mood, by Howard M. Corning
"Not. . .by feeble Means": Daniel Lee's Plan To Save Oregon
Robert J. Loewenberg
A New Collection: The Burlington Northern
Allan E. Neils
Letter to The Editor Rainer, Oregon: A Day to Remember, by Harry E. Rice

Book Reviews and Recent Items of Interest

Volume 74, No. 2, (June, 1973)
S.C. Lancaster and the Columbia River Highway: Engineer as Conservationist
Ronald J. Fahl

Footnotes
A.R. Wetjen: British Seaman in the Western Sunrise
Howard M. Corning

Affiliated Societies

Society Notes

Volume 74, No. 3 (September, 1973)
Backstage with Frank Branch Riley, Regional Troubador
John Dierdorff
The Prose and The Poetry Of It (Pt. IV)
Howard Corning
Joel Barlow's Suggestion To Rename the Columbia
Clifford L. Egan
Letters to the Editor
Albert Knowles House In Mapleton, Oregon
Joseph E. Harpham
The First Cheese Factory in Tillamook
Leland H. Townsend

Book Reviews and Recent Items of Interest

News Notes

Society News

Volume 74, No. 4. (December 1973)

Columbia River Kid
Harry Rice
Society News

Volume 74, No. 3, (September 1974)
Work Horses in Oregon
   Lewis E. Judson
Recollections of a Salmon Dipnetter
   Fredrick K. Cramer
The Highroad To the Highlands
   Francis S. Landrum
To be a Soldier: 1917 Diary
   Martin Luther Kimmel
Alpine, A School to Remember
   John F. Kilkenny
Lancaster's Lodge
   Donald P. Abbott
Letter to the Editor "Automobiling" on the Pacific Coast
   Fred C. Knapp
Oregon Grapeshot Ricochet
Book Reviews
News Notes
Society News

Volume 74, No. 4, (December 1974)
Days at Mercer Lake
   Robert D. Clark
Pioneer Trails Dim In Range Country
   Phil F. Brogan
"The Oregon Question Is . . . A Massachusetts Question
   Howard I.. Kushner
A Convert's Testimonial
   Edwin R. Bingham
Bandon-by-the-Sea Revisited
   Thomas C. McClintock
The Murder of Cyrenius C. Hooker
   Thomas Branigar
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
OHS Annual Meeting
Society News
Annual Index

Volume 76, No. 1, (March, 1975)
The Swedes of Yamhill
   Martin Peterson
An Oregon Heritage: National Forests
   J. Hebert Stone
Reminiscences of An Early Forester
   Henry E. Haefner
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
Affiliated Societies

Volume 76, No. 2, (June 1975)
A Mazama Heads North: Letters of William A. Langille
  Lawrence Rakestraw
Slacum in the Pacific, 1832-37: Backgrounds of the Oregon Report
  David T. Leary
Toward a Farmer-Labor Party in Oregon, 1933-38
  Hugh T. Lovin
Basque Folklore in Southeastern Oregon
  Sarah Baker Munro
The Trough at Rockwall Springs
  John Quinn
Letter to the Editor Automobile Trip Around Cape Perpetua
  Bess Tompkins Miller
Oregon Grapeshot
  Charles Stevens
Recent Items of Interest
Society News

Volume 76, No. 3, (September, 1975)
The Trading Age, 1792-1844
  Terrence J. Barragy
The Nikkei in Oregon, 1834-1940
  Barbara Yasui
The Ironwork of Timberline
  Oliver B. Dawson
The Race of the Oregon
  Ralph E. Shaffer
Two Historic Houses: How McLoughlin House Was Saved
  Vara Caufield
Night Dr. Barclay’s House Was Moved, with Notes on Restoration of McLoughlin House
  Glenn Stanton
Recent Items of Interest

Volume 76, No. 4, (December 1975)
The North West Company’s "Adventure to China"
  Barry M. Gough
A Boyhood with Sheep In the Oregon Desert, Part 1
  Willard "Bill" Leonard
The Lausanne Mystery Solved: A Note
  Robert J. Loewenberg
As It Was . . .
  Evelyn Sibley Lampman
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
OHS Annual Meeting
Society News
Annual Index

**Volume 77, No. 1, (March 1976)**
A Boyhood with Sheep In the Oregon Desert, Part 2
William "Bill" Leonard
Riding The Wind: Cape Horn Passage to Oregon, 1840s-1850s
Paul G. Merriam
Recollections of Cloud Cap Inn
Donald T. Wright
Letter from a Hiker
Alfred L. Lomax
A Letter: Albert H. Powers
Margaret Powers Hughes
Letter to the Editor: Travelers at the Deschutes, 1813?
Keith Clark
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
Affliated Societies

**Volume 77, No. 2, (June 1976)**
Merchant Marine, 1917-1918
Truman B. Cook
Oregon Celebrates!
OHS Photo Files
A Boyhood with Sheep In the Oregon Desert, Part 3
William "Bill" Leonard
Russian America in 1821
James R. Gibson
Letter to the Editor: More on "gummers"
Wilfred Brown
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
Society News

**Volume 77, No. 3, (Sept. 1976)**
Hurrah for Garibaldi, Part 1
Daniel D. Strite
Portland Italians, 1888-1920
Charles F. Gould
Dallas Memories
Evelyn Sibley Lampman
Coast Experiences
Margaret E. Gammon
The Night the **Tuscania** Went Down
Josephine Evans Harpham
A Bicentennial Overview: Publications
Thomas Vaughn
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
Volume 77, No. 4, (Dec. 1976)
Cutoff Fever
   Leah Collins Menefee and Lowell Tiller
Hurrah for Garibaldi! Part 2
   Daniel D. Strite
Pioneering Spirit
   Walter E. Upshaw
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
OHS Annual Meeting
Society News
Annual Index

Volume 78, No. 1, (March 1977)
Dr. Ada M. Weed: Northwest Reformer
   G. Thomas Edwards
Cutoff Fever, II
   Leah Collis Menefee and Lowell Tiller
The Chinese in Oregon, c. 1870-1880
   P. Scott Corbett and Nancy Parker Corbett
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
Affiliated Societies
Volume 78, No. 2, (June 1977)
Walter Pierce Memoirs: Presidents and Visitors
Walter M. Pierce, Arthur H. Bone, Ed.
Cutoff Fever, III
Leah Collins Menefee and Lowell Tiller
School Days and Culture
Evelyn Sibley Lampman
Letter to the Editor: More on Mary Leonard, Oregon's First Woman Lawyer
Fred W. Decker
Book Reviews
Society News

Volume 78, No. 3, (Sept. 1977)
Fish Trap Art
Laurence D. Jackson
Cutoff Fever, IV
Leah Collins Menefee and Lowell Tiller
Oregon Imprints Revisited
George N. Belknap
Book Reviews and Items of Interest

Volume 78, No. 4, (Dec. 1977)
Cutoff Fever, V
Leah Collins Menefee and Lowell Tiller
Saving Oregon Again: A Western Perennial?
Robert J. Loewenberg
Oregon--First in "Portable" Irrigation
E. H. Davis
A New Sounding: Two Maritime Fur Trade Vessels
W. Wilfried Schuhmacher
Letter to the Editor: Correction on Mrs. Sam Hill
Georgia S. Benson Patterson
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
Annual Meeting
Society News
Annual Index

Volume 79, No. 1 (Spring 1978)
Cutoff Fever, VI
Leah Collins Menefee and Lowell Tiller
Korean Women Pioneers of the Pacific Northwest
Sonia S. Sunoo
Replenishing the Elephant: Property and Survival on the Overland Trail
John Phillip Reid
An Oregon Classic: Nellie Pipes McArthur
Thomas Vaughn and Priscilla Knuth
Review Article: Turner
Robert L. Loewenburg
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
Affiliated Societies

**Volume 79, No. 2, (Summer 1978)**
William McKay's Journal, 1866-67: Indian Scouts, Part I
Keith and Donna Clark
"A Journal Kept By George A. Harding"
Steven Tanasoca and Susan Sudduth, Eds.
Our Trip to Mount Hood, 1893
Marion B. Russell
Letter to the Editor: Turn Again: The Name Oregon and Linguistics
Edward Taube
Book Reviews
Society News

**Volume 79, No. 3, (Fall 1978)**
Musical Heritage of the Aurora Colony
Deborah M. Olson and Clark M. Will
William McKay's Journal 1866-67: Indian Scouts, Part II
Keith and Donna Clark
Appendix A, Part 1: McKay's List of Scouts
Appendix A, Part 2: Register of Enlistments
Appendix B, "War of Extermination"
Book Reviews and Items of Interest

**Volume 79, No. 4, (Winter 1978)**
Jeff W. Hayes: Reform Boosterism and Urban Utopianism
Howard P. Segal
William Cornell's 1852 Journal, with His Overland Guide to Oregon
Karen M. Offen and David C. Duniway, Eds.
The Grip Wheel
Mabel Colvin
Three Nootka Documents
Kenneth Holmes
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
Annual Meeting
Society News
Annual Index

**Volume 80, No. 1, (Spring 1979)**
Police Function in Portland, 1851-1874, Part I
Charles A. Tracy III
Aleutian Experience of the "Mad M"
Lansing S. Laidlaw
My Trip to the Fair
Pauline Oelo McClay
Crater Lake, 1915
Truman B. Cook

From Denmark: R. P. Rasmussen
Lorraine Fletcher, ed.

Chronicles of Sacred Heart Academy, Salem, 1863-1873, Part III
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
Affiliated Societies

Volume 81, No. 2, (Summer 1980)
Skagway-Atlin Letters: Kirke E. Johnson
Fred E. Johnson, ed.
Portland Assembly Center: Dairy of Saku Tomita
Zuigaku Kodachi and Jan Heikkala, trans., Janet Cormack, ed.
A Poet Responds
William E. Stafford
John M. Shively's Memoir, Part II
Howard M. and Edith M. List, eds.
Fire at Sea, 1856
Carl F. Nitz, trans.
Book Reviews
Society News

Volume 81, No. 3, (Fall 1980)
Experience, Personality and Memory: Jesse Applegate and John Minto Recall Pioneer Days
Abner S. Baker III
Rock Creek Shepherd, 1881
Lucile McDonald
Autobiography of Jacob Kaser
John J. Kaser, ed.
Letter to the Editor: Old Ted
William C. O'Connor
Book Reviews and Recent Items of Interest

Volume 81, No. 4, (Winter 1980)
A Cayuse-Nez Percé Sketchbook
Theodore Stern, Martin Schmitt and Alphonse F. Halfmoon
John McLoughlin, Reluctant Fur Trader
Dorothy Morrison, Jean Morrison
Property Concepts of 19th Century Oregon Indians
James Arneson
Book Reviews
Annual Meeting
Society News
Annual Index

Volume 82, No. 1, (Spring 1981)
Volume 82, No. 2, (Summer 1981)
H. L. Davis' View: Reclaiming and Recovering the Land
James T. Potts
My Life as a Homesteader: Fannie Adams Copper, Part II
Leonard A. Whitlow, Catherine C. Whitlow, eds.
Still More Addenda to Belknap's Oregon Imprints
George N. Belknap
Some Recollections Of Goose Ranch
S. K. Skinner
Book Reviews and Recent Items of Interest
Affiliated Societies: Addenda

Volume 82, No. 3, (Fall 1981)
The Baker Stock Company and the Community
W. Kenneth Waters, Jr.
Free Love and Free Speech on the Pacific Northwest Frontier
Carlos A. Schwantes
Still More Addenda to Belknap's Oregon Imprints
George N. Belknap
Last Stand of the Pronghorns
Harold W. Dobyns
Book Reviews and Recent Items of Interest
Society News

Volume 82, No. 4, (Winter 1981)
"there are so many things to do"
Ellen Lindholm, ed.
The Henry Failing House
Arthur W. Hawn
John B. Horner, Oregon Historian
Dorothy Godfrey Otto
The "First" Oregon Code; Another Look at Deady's Role
Robert N. Peters
A Special Report: A "World Class" Library
Louis Flannery
Book Reviews and Recent Items
Annual Meeting
Volume 83, No. 1, (Spring 1982)
Memoirs of Delia Beckley, 1888-1898
Dorothy B. Luthy
In Defense of the West's Chinese: Denny's Brief for Li Hung-chang
Robert R. Swartout, Jr.
Recollections: Pioneers from New England
Thomas Frazar
Fish Boats and Engines, Coastal Freighters
Truman Cook
Changing Geography of Willamette Valley Woodlands
Jerry C. Towle
Letter to the Editor: William D. Davies Visits the Oregon Welsh, 1891
Phillip G. Davies
Oregon Grapeshot: Letter to A. L. Strand
Stewart Holbrook
Book Reviews and Items of Interest
Society News

Volume 83, No. 2, (Summer 1982)
Childhood on the Western Frontier
Elizabeth Reed Brent
Slaves and Free Men: Blacks in the Oregon Country, 1840-1860
Quintard Taylor
Rowe Creek, 1890-91: Mary L. Fitzmaurice Diary, Part I
Eileen Hickson Donnell, ed.
Lettets to the Editor: Ice Plant
Gladys Orcutt Urey, as told to Lucile Urey Peck
Tillamook Boat Building and Clarence Sessions
Birgetta Blum Nixon
Ship Columbia and Sloop Washington: A Lithograph
E. W. Giesecke
Book Reviews and Recent Items of Interest
Affiliated Societies

Volume 83, No. 3, (Fall 1982)
Dad's Memory Locker
A. G. Graham, ed.
Life on the Lower Columbia, 1853-1866
Helen Betsy Abbott
Rowe Creek, 1890-91: Mary L. Fitzmaurice Diary, Part II
Eileen Hickson Donnell, ed.
Letter to the Editor: A Three-Port Saga, Oregon, U.S.A.
Marcus H. Beach
Book Reviews
Society News

**Volume 83, No. 4, (Winter 1982)**
The Boswells of Boswell Springs  
Kenneth Munford and Harriet Moore
Problems of Empire Building: Oregon Trunk Railway Survey, 1911  
Carlos A. Schwantes, ed.
Some Postal History: Chewaucan Summer Lake Area  
Diane Elder
Hard Knocks on the Frontier: Letters East  
Book Reviews and Recent Items
Annual Meeting
Society News
Annual Index

**Volume 84, No. 1 (Spring, 1983)**
World War I Diary of Kirby Ross  
Charles A. Povlovich, ed.
Unwelcome Settlers: Black and Mulatto Oregon Pioneers, Part I  
K. Keith Richard
The First Fifty-Five in Fairview  
Melvin K. Moller
Sylvester Farrell House  
Josephine Evans Harpham
Affiliated Societies
Book Reviews and Recent Items

**Volume 84, No. 2, (Summer, 1983)**
A Siege of the Citadels: Search for a Public Forum for the Ideas of Oregon Woman Suffrage  
Lauren Kessler
He Was a Starter But Got No Further: Careers of A.C. Edmunds  
George N. Belknap
Unwelcome Settlers: Black Mulatto Oregon Pioneers, Part II Census Tables  
K. Keith Richard
Susan Haines Clayton, American Lady, 1851-1948  
Jay S. Hoar
A Vanished Neighborhood  
Lucille McDonald
Book Reviews and Recent Items

**Volume 84, No. 3, (Fall, 1983)**
Thomas Condon’s Private Log: Around the Horn, 1852-53  
Eric Paul Gustafson. Ed.
Diary of a Voyage to Oregon  
Mary K. Lightfoot and Priscilla Knuth, eds.
The Ideas of Woman Suffrage and the Mainstream Press  
Lauren Kessler
Albert V. Allen’s Bannock War Letters  
Zoe Allen Evans, ed.
Family Memoirs: Other Times and Far-off Places  
Claire Smith Taylor
Letters to the Editor: T. Egenton Hogg-A footnote  
Keith Clark
My Home Town-Union  
Elvie C. Coleman
Book Review and Recent Items
Society News

**Volume 84, No. 4, (Winter, 1983)**
How It Was Then: The Pacific Northwest In the Twenties  
Fredrick Bracher
Crescent Lake, Steam to Diesel, 1934-45  
Fred R. Hall and Mabel Park Hall
Lewis and Clark Law School: Northwestern School of Law, 1884-1973  
John Clinton Geil
Book Reviews and Recent Items
Annual Meeting
Society News
Annual Index

**Volume 85, No. 1, (Spring, 1984)**
Nikkei Internment: The Perspective of Two Oregon Weekly Newspapers  
Timothy Olmstead
How It Was Then: The Pacific Northwest In the Twenties, Pt. II  
Frederick Bracher
Notes on the Life of and Artist: Roswell Holt Dosch, 1889-1918  
Kenneth Hawkins
Crescent Lake, Steam to Diesel, 1934-45  
Fred R. Hall and Mabel Park Hall
Letters to the Editor  
Sigel Grutze: Citizen of a City
Isabelle Grutze Ryan
Redhead Roundup  
Orvaleta Dodd
Affiliated Societies
Book Reviews and Recent Items

**Volume 85, No. 2, (Summer, 1984)**
Labor and Education: Portland Labor College, 1921-1929  
Jerry Lembcke
Gilchrist Oregon, A Company Town  
John Driscoll
How It Was Then: The Pacific Northwest In the Twenties, Pt. III
Volume 85, No. 3, (Fall, 1984)
Emmet White: Reminiscences Of a Rimrock, Part I
   Annette White Parks, ed.
Our Automobile Trip To the West, 1921
   Edith Rohrbough Slate & Geri Ellen Howard, ed.
Red River Settlers vs. Puget Sound Agricultural Company, 1854-55
   John C. Jackson
Almira Raymond Letters, 1840-1880
   Olga Freeman, ed.
Letters to the Editor
   Ellison-White Chautauqua
   Donald P. Abbott
My Early Years-Portland & Goose Hollow
   Orvaleta Dodd
Book Reviews and Recent Items
Society News

Volume 85, No. 4, (Winter 1984)
Tumalo-Thirsty Land, Part I
   Martin T. Winch
Emmet White: Reminiscences Of a Rimrock, Part II
   Annette White Parks, ed.
W.J. Kerr, Land-Grant President in Utah and Oregon, 1900-1908
   Don E. McIlvenna and Darold D. Wax
Oregon Geographic Names
   Lewis L. McArthur
Letter to the Editor “On the Blinds”
   W.D. Hagenstein
Book Reviews and Recent Publications
Annual Meeting
Society News
Annual Index

Volume 86, No. 1, (Spring 1985)
W.J. Kerr, Land-Grant President in Utah and Oregon, 1900-1908
   Don E. McIlvenna and Darold D. Wax
Emmet White: Reminiscences Of a Rimrock, Part III
   Annette White Parks, ed.
Tumalo-Thirty Land Part II, by Martin T. Winch
The Handleys in Tasmania and Oregon, by Anthony and Elizabeth Silsby Netboy
Letter to the Editor: Abigail Scott Duniway’s Visit to Wallowa County
Grace Bartlett
Affiliated Societies
Book Reviews and Recent Items

Volume 86, No. 2, (Summer 1985)
Country Schoolma’am
    Jay Ellis Randsom, ed.
Tumalo-Thirsty Land Part III
    Martin T. Winch
Emmet White: Reminiscences of a Rimrocker
    Annette White Parks, ed.
Letter to the Editor: Buckarooing in Southeastern Oregon
    Don Childs
Book Reviews and Recent Publications

Volume 86, No. 3, (Fall, 1985)
Portland: Wells Fargo’s Hub for the Pacific Northwest
    W. Turrentine Jackson
Tumalo-Thirsty Land 1915-1919
    Martin T. Winch
The Fischer Pottery: Bricks to Thundermugs
    Ernest E. Fischer
Letter to the Editor: Oregon City to LA: Touring 1911
    Roberta Schuebel Caldwell
Book Reviews and Recent Publications
Society News

Volume 86, No. 4, (Winter, 1985)
Eugene in the Depression 1919-1935
    Paul Shinn
Tumalo-Thirst Land, 1920-1931
    Martin T. Winch
Country Schoolma’am, 1907
    Lucy (Adams) Ransom
Book Reviews
OHS Annual Meeting
Society News
Annual OHQ Index

Volume 87, No. 1, (Spring 1986)
Charles W. Watts: An Oregonian in the Klondike
    Jane Apostol
Tumalo--Thirsty Land, 1931-1984, by Martin T. Winch
Country Schoolma’am, 1907, by Lucy (Adams) Ransom
Letter to the Editor: Country Schooling
    E. J. Kirchoff
Affiliated Societies
Book Reviews and Recent Publications

Volume 87, No. 2, (Summer 1986)
Babe and Gabriel: An Oregon Courtship
   Lorena Mingus and George Geil
Organized Free Thought in Oregon: The Oregon State Secular Union
   Patricia Brandt
Country Schoolma’am
   Lucy (Adams) Ransom

Volume 87, No. 3, (Fall 1986)
Republican Insurgent: Jonathan Bourne and the Politics of Progressivism, 1908-1912
   Leonard Schlup
The Exhibition Era of Early Aviation in Oregon, 1910-1915
   Patrick Harris
Country Schoolma’am
   Lucy (Adams) Ransom

Society News

Volume 87, No. 4, (Winter 1986)
Police Response to Labor Radicalism in Portland and Seattle, 1913-19
   Dennis E. Hoffman and Vincent J. Webb
The Silver King: Ed Schieffelin, Prospector
   Richard E. Moore
The Beginnings of the Credit-Union Movement in Oregon
   Patricia Duffy and John P. Farrell
Letter to the Editor
Book Reviews and Recent Publications
OHS Annual Meeting
Society news
Annual OHQ Index

Volume 88, No. 1, (Spring 1987)
The Jews of Portland, Oregon: A Statistical Dimension, 1860-1880
   Scott Cline
Early Forest Insect Research in the Pacific Northwest: Ashland Field Station, 1912-1925
   Boyd E. Wickman
Juniper Stumps on the Yreka Trail of 1862-1864
   Lawrence E. Nielsen
INTERVIEW: Gus J. Solomon on the Beginnings of Legal Aid in Oregon
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Articles of Related Interest
Affiliated Societies

Volume 88, No. 2, (Summer 1987)
Fort Rock Cave: Monument to the “First Oregonians”  
Constance Bordwell

John Mix Stanley: Paintings and Sketches of the Oregon Country and Its Inhabitants  
David L. Nicandri

Warren Niette’s “Marvelous Master Six”  
Reminiscence

Reub Long on the Management of Central Oregon’s Rangelands  
Interview

Marian Redington Abbott on Her Turn-of-the-Century Camping Trip  
Reminiscence

Letters to the Editor

Book Reviews

Recent Publications

Articles of Related Interest

**Volume 88, No. 3, (Fall 1987)**

Engineering the Cascades Canal and Locks, 1876-1896  
William F. Willingham

Hugh A. Scott on Bonneville Dam and the Boom Era  
Reminiscence

Alice Tomkins Fee: Growing Up on the Cascade Locks “Reservation”  
Interview

Letters to the Editor

Book Reviews

OHS Board, Staff, and Membership

**Volume 88, No. 4, (Winter 1987)**

Charlie Clarno and the *John Day Queen*  
Arthur H. Campbell

Walter M. Pierce and the Birth Control Movement  
Gerald Schwartz

Umatilla’s “Petticoat Government,” 1916-1920  
Shelley Burtner Wallace

Governor Charles A. Sprague Describes His Administration’s Proudest Achievement  
Interview

Letters to the Editor

Book Reviews

Annual Meeting

OHS Board and Staff

Annual Index

**Volume 89, No. 1, (Spring 1988)**

Agitate, Educate, Organize: Portland, 1934  
William Bigelow & Norman Diamond

Laurence D. Jackson on Sand Island Seining, 1912-1913  
Reminiscence

Florence Harmon on Depression-Era Homesteading in Lincoln County
Reminiscence
Kathryn Hall Bogle’s “An American Negro Speaks of Color”
Document
Kathryn Hall Bogle on the Writing of “An American Negro Speaks of Color”
Interview
Book Reviews
Affiliated Societies

Volume 89, No. 2, (Summer 1988)
The Economic Power of Portland’s Early Merchants, 1851-1861
E. Kimbark MacColl & Harry H. Stein
McCants Stewart: The Struggles of a Black Attorney in the urban West
Albert S. Broussard
Henry Josiah Failing Merrill on Early Banking in Albany, Oregon
Reminiscence
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Articles of Related Interest

Volume 89, No. 3, (Fall 1988)
The Lean Years: John L. Casteel’s Diaries, 1931-1942
Betty Lawson Walters
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
OHS Board, Staff, and Membership

Volume 89, No. 4, (Winter 1988)
The Crusade Against Chain Stores: Portland’s Independent Merchants, 1928-1935
David A. Horowitz
Searching for the Tree Vole: Am Episode in the 1914 Biological Survey of Oregon
George A. Jobanek
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Annual Meeting
OHS Board and Staff
Annual Index

Volume 90, No. 1 (Spring 1989)
Joseph Wood Hill: “Civilian Soldier” in Education and Politics
Robert W. Matson
Oregon’s Public Libraries During the First World War
Wayne A. Wiegand
Mark Koerner on Portland School Days, 1963-1971
Reminiscence
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Affiliated Societies

**Volume 90, No. 2 (Summer 1989)**
A Wilderness Journey with Judge John B. Waldo, Oregon’s First “Preservationist”
Jeff LaLande
In Pursuit of Professionalism: The Oregon State Academy of Sciences, 1905-1914
Richard T. Read
Book Reviews
Articles of Related Interest

**Volume 90, No. 3 (Fall 1989)**
“Scooping the Local Field”: Oregon’s Newsreel Industry, 1911-1933
The Pacific Northwest in American and Canadian Literature since 1776: The Present State of Scholarship
Ludwig Deringer
Book Reviews
OHS Board, Staff, and Membership

**Volume 90, No. 4 (Winter 1989)**
Social Morality and Personal Revitalization: Oregon’s Ku Klux Klan in the 1920s
David A. Horowitz
Of “Gingham,” “Barn Doors,” and “Exquisites”: George H. Himes on Pioneer Fashion
K. Keith Richard
Dorsey Griffin on Returning to the Land During the Great Depression
A Tribute to Thomas Vaughn
Book Reviews
Annual Meeting
OHS Board and Staff
Annual Index

**Volume 91, No. 1 (Spring 1990)**
Dorothy McCullough Lee: The Successes and Failures of “Dottie-Do-Good”
Paul C. Pitzer
From Dream to Demolition: The Yamhill Lock and Dam
Susan Murray Reddick
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Affiliated Societies

**Volume 91, No. 2 (Summer 1990)**
Ashwood on Trout Creek: A Study in Continuity and Change in Central Oregon
Peter G. Boag
From Dream to Demolition” The Yamhill lock and Dam (part 2)
Susan Murray Reddick
Daniel W. Crofts on “Robert W. Johannsen and the Spirit of the Age”
Review Essay
Articles of Related Interest

Volume 91, No. 3 (Fall 1990)
From Missouri to the Pacific Northwest: Pioneer Families in the 20th Century
Ronald H. Limbaugh
The Formation of Prison-Management Philosophy in Oregon, 1843-1915
Ward M. McAfee
Pat Koehler on the Women Shipbuilders of World War II
Reminiscence
Frederick Bracher on School Days in Portland, 1911-1917, Reminiscence
Reviews
Recent Publications

Volume 91, No. 4 (Winter 1990)
The Two Lives of John Smith Griffin
Steven W. Richardson
Stock in Flight: The Arrival of Aviation in Oregon
Paul G. Spitzer
Elinor Cohn Shank, “Looking Back at Heppner”
Reminiscence
Clyde Rice on Slashing, Toiling, Trekking, and Feasting
Reminiscence
Book Reviews
Recent Publictions
OHS Board and Staff
Annual Index

Volume 92, No. 1 (Spring 1991)
Obed Dickinson and the “Negro Question “ in Salem
Egbert S. Oliver
Mexican Mule Packers and Oregon’s Second Regiment Mounted Volunteers, 1855-1856
Erasmo Gamboa
Gifford Pinchot, Agnes V. Scannell, and the Early Years of the Forest Service
Documents - Edited by Lawrence Rakestraw
Ruth Manary on Life at a Lincoln County Logging Camp in the 1920s
Reminiscence
Book Reviews
Recent Publications

Volume 92, No. 2 (Summer 1991)
Editor’s Introduction
Delay and Wreck of the Peacock: An Episode in the Wilkes Expedition
Constance Bordwell
Book Reviews
Articles of Related Interest
Volume 92, No. 3 (Fall 1991)
Sick Hearts: Indian Removal on the Oregon Coast, 1875-1881
E. A. Schwartz
The Women of Fort Vancouver
John A. Hussey
John Bailey on How Some Things Never Change, Reminiscence
Reviews

Volume 92, No. 4 (Winter 1991-92)
Editor’s Introduction
Introduction
By Guest Editor Charles P. LeWarne
A Profile of Religion in the Bethel-Aurora Colonies
David Nelson Duke
The Schellenbaum: A Communal Society’s Symbol of Allegiance
Deborah M. Olsen
Aurora Colony Architecture: Building in a Nineteenth-Century Cooperative Society
Philip Dole
“The Young People Became Restless”: Marriage Patterns before and after Dissolution of the Aurora Colony
Kimberly Swanson
Book Reviews
OHS Board and Staff

Volume 93, No. 1 (Spring 1992)
“It’s Down There Someplace”: Oil Exploration in Harney County
Dorsey Griffin
The Hudson’s Bay Company and the Indians of Southern Oregon
Nathan Douthit
Hadley Hobson, Marion County Pioneer
Documents - Edited by Terence Emmons
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Annual Index

Volume 93, No. 2 (Summer 1992)
The Quiet Pacifists: Oregon’s Old Mennonites, 1914-1945
David Peterson
The “Cross of Culture”: La Grande, Oregon, in the 1920s
David Horowitz
Frederick Bracher on Going to the beach
Reminiscence
Arthur E. Harder on Pioneer Persistence
Reminiscence
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Articles of Related Interest
Volume 93, No. 3 (Fall 1992)
The Columbia River in History
   Editor’s Introduction
Creating the Columbia: Historians and the great River of the West, 1890-1935
   William L. Lang
Crimping and Shanghaiing on the Columbia River
   Denise M. Alborn
Frederick Bracher on Fishing in Untroubled Waters
   Reminiscence
Magnificent Photographic Images of the Columbia River Gorge
   Collections
Book Reviews
Recent Publications

Volume 93, No. 4 (Winter 1992-93)
Oregon during the Second World War
   Editor’s Introduction
Taking Care of Their Own: The Marine Barracks at Klamath Falls, Oregon, 1944-1946
   Richard P. Matthews
John Fahey on “Reeducating” German Prisoners during World War II
   Reminiscence
Oral history Interview: Kathryn Hall Bogle on the African-American Experience in Wartime Portland
   Collections
Oregon Penstemons and Clues to Pacific Northwest Botanical History
   Kenneth & Robin Lodewick
Point Lookout, the Natron Cut-off, and the Changing Face of Lane County
   Jerold Williams
Book Reviews
OHS Board and Honorary Council

Volume 94, No. 1 (Spring 1993)
The Politics of Land-Use Law in Oregon: Senate Bill 100, Twenty Years Later
   Carl Abbott & Deborah Howe
Oregon Photography: The First Fifty Years
   Terry Toedtemeier
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Annual Index for Volume 93

Volume 94, Nos. 2/3 (Summer-Fall 1993)
Trails to Oregon
   Editor’s Introduction
Calculating Ouragon
   James P. Ronda
Spacious Dreams: A Japanese American Family Comes to the Pacific Northwest
Lauren Kessler
L. Samuel and the West Shore: Images of a Changing Pacific Northwest
    J. D. Cleaver
Erick Enquist: An Immigrant’s Story
    Gary W. Ferrington
Transactions of the Oregon Pioneer Association and Related Material Collections
OHS Executive Director Chet Orloff on the Meaning of the “Oregon Trail”
    Afterword
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Articles of Related Interest

Volume 94, No. 4 (Winter 1993-94)
The Japanese in Oregon
    Editor’s Introduction
Guest Editor’s Introduction
    Lauren Kessler
A History of Oregon’s Issei, 1880-1952
    Eiichiro Azuma
Railroads, Stumps, and Sawmills: Japanese Settlers of the Hood River Valley
    Linda Tamura
The Catholic Church and Portland’s Japanese: The Untimely St. Paul Miki School Project
    Lillian A. Pereyra
The OHS Museum’s Yasui Family Collection
    Marsha Takayanagi Matthews
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
OHS Board and Honorary Council
Volume 95, No. 1 (Spring 1994)
Early Contacts between Euro-Americans and Native Americans
   Editor’s Introduction
The Pacific Northwest Measles Epidemic of 1847-1848
   Robert Boyd
Restraints of Vengeance: Retaliation-in-Kind and the Use of Indian Law in the Old Oregon
   Country
   John Phillip Reid
Making the Most of It: Native People’s Response to Introduced Ideas
   Mary Schlick
Book Reviews
OHS Directors and Honorary Council
Annual Index - Volume 94

Volume 95, No. 2 (Summer 1994)
   Editor’s Introduction
Flax and Linen: An Uncertain Oregon Industry
   Steve M. Wyatt
Family and Community on the Eastern Oregon Frontier
   William F. Willingham
C. S. Price As I Remember Him
   Eugene Edmund Snyder
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Articles of Related Interest
OHS Directors and Honorary Council

Volume 95, No. 3 (Fall 1994)
   Editor’s Introduction
No Deposit, No Return: Richard Chambers, Tom McCall, and the Oregon Bottle Bill
   Brent Walth
Oregon’s Most Famous Feud: Wayne Morse versus Richard Neuberger
   Mason Drukman
The Making of the Modern Democratic Party in Oregon: An Interview with Howard
   Morgan
   Interviews
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
OHS Directors and Honorary Council

Volume 95, No. 4 (Winter 1994-95)
   Editor’s Introduction
The “Jackson County Rebellion”: Social Turmoil and Political Insurgence in Southern
   Oregon during the Great Depression
   Jeff LaLande
Joseph Lane and the Rogue River Indians: Personal Relations across a Cultural Divide
   Nathan Douthit
“As Long as the World Goes On”: The Table Rocks and the Takelma
Kay Atwood

Reviews

Volume 96, No. 1 (Spring 1995)
The Spousal Letters of Samuel R. Thurston, Oregon’s First Territorial Delegate to Congress: 1849-1851
James R. Perry, Richard H. Chused, and Mary DeLano
The Strange Case of Oregon’s Spring Beauty: Discovery, Abduction, Rescue, Identity
Robert D. Clark

Letters to the Editor
Reviews
Annual Index - Volume 95

Volume 96, No’s. 2/3 (Summer-Fall 1995)
Editor’s Introduction
Pink Elephants on the Willamette: The Life and Times of Jack “Thanks a Million” Matlack
Paul C. Pitzer
Home-Front Casualties of War Mobilization: Portland Public Schools, 1941-1945
David E. Hanson
A Copyboy in Love with Newspapers
Eugene Edmund Snyder
The Bull Run Watershed: Portland’s Enduring Jewel
Rick Harmon

Western History in the mid-1990s
Jeffery Ostler
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Articles of Related Interest

Volume 96, No. 4 (Winter 1995-96)
Editor’s Introduction
Charles Sprague’s Internal Wars: Civil Liberties Challenges of an Editor and Governor
Floyd J. McKay
Ethnicity and Radicalism: The Finns of Astoria and the Toveri, 1890-1930
P. G. Hummasti

Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Annual Index - Volume 96

Volume 97, No. 1 (Spring 1996)
Editor’s Introduction
Overland with Optimism: The Jesuit Missionaries and Salish Indians on the Columbia Plateau, 1841-1850
Elizabeth L. White
Father Nicolas Point: Missionary and Artist
Thomas M. Rochford
Mysterious Journey: The Catholic Ladder of 1840
Kris A. White and Janice St. Laurent

Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Recent Publications

Volume 97, No. 2 (Summer 1996)

Editor's Introduction
The Oregon Trail in the Columbia Gorge, 1843-1855: The Final Ordeal
G. Thomas Edwards
Anti-Japanese Legislation in Oregon, 1917-1923
Daniel P. Johnson

Western Voices
The Stories Communities Tell
Sam Schrager

Book Reviews
Articles of Related Interest

Volume 97, No. 3 (Fall 1996)

Editor's Introduction
Oregon Tests Academic Freedom in (Cold) Wartime: The Reed College Trustees versus
Stanley Moore
Michael Munk
Portlander John Reed Remembers Lee Sing, His Family's Chinese Servant
Fred DeWolfe

Book Reviews
Recent Publications

Volume 97, No. 4 (Winter 1996-97)

Editor's Introduction
Frederic Homer Balch and the Romance of Oregon History
Stephen L. Harris
The Trials of A. A. Morrison, Rector of Trinity Church
John C. Beatty, Jr.

Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Annual Index

Volume 98, No. 1 (Spring 1997)

Editor's Introduction
Cynthia Stafford and the Lost Mining Town of Auburn
Virginia Duffy McLoughlin

Oregon Places
The Fort Rock Basin: Valley in Transition
Merritt Y. "Bud" Parks

Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Volume 98 No. 2 (Summer 1997)
Editor’s Introduction
Abigail versus Harvey: Sibling Rivalry in the Oregon Campaign for Woman Suffrage
Lee Nash
Yosuke Matsuoka: The Far-Western Roots of a World-Political Vision
Masaharu Ano
Documents
Letters from Arnold Hague: Early Mount Hood Explorer
S. Gorham Babson
Book Reviews
Recent Publications

Volume 98, No. 3 (Fall 1997)
Editor’s Introduction
The Hudson’s Bay Company and Its Use of Force, 1828-1829
Jonathan R. Dean
The Identity of the Tonquin’s Interpreter
Robert F. Jones
Documents
Jotham Sewall Parsons and the Mariposa
Joan Parsons Wang
Letters to the Editor
Book Reviews
Recent Publications

Volume 98, No. 4 (Winter 1997-98)
Editor’s Introduction
Through the Lens of Assimilation: Edwin L. Chalcarft and Chemawa Indian Schools
Cary C. Collins
Lee Morehouse: Photographer of the Inland Empire
Steven L. Grafe
Book Reviews
Annual Index

Volume 99, No. 1 (Spring 1998)
Editor’s Introduction
Oregon’s “Poetry Landslide”: Col. E Hofer and the Lariet
Rolf Swensen
Documents
Harold Farrow’s Splendid Portland 1910
Alan Sykes
Reminiscences
Recollections of a Printer’s Devil
Randall B. Kester
Letters to the Editor
Book reviews
Recent Publications

**Volume 99, No. 2 (Summer 1998)**
Editor’s Introduction
Vanport Conspiracy Rumors and Social Relations in Portland 1940-1950
  Stuart McElderry
Collections
Images through Time: The OHS Photographic Archives
  Susan Seyl
Western Voices
Willamette Eden: The Ambiguous Legacy
  William G. Robbins
Book reviews

**Volume 99, No. 3 (Fall 1998)**
Editor’s Introduction
The Myth of the Harmonious City: Will Daly, Lora Little, and the hidden Face of Progressive-Era Portland
  Robert D. Johnston
The Rise and Fall of the Portland Hotel
  G. Douglas Nicoll
Stanford White and the Portland Hotel: A Case Study in Historical Mutation
  G. Douglas Nicoll
Book Reviews

**Volume 99, No. 4 (Winter 1998-99)**
Editor’s Introduction
A Yale Scientific Expedition of 1871: A Student’s- Eye View
  Mary Faith Pankin
Thomas Condon and the “Natural Selection” of Oregon Pioneers
  Rick Harmon
Collections
The Oregon Historical Society’s “AT&T Treasure of Oregon” Mobile Exhibit
  Jamie Morton
Book Reviews

**Volume 100, No. 1 (Spring 1999)**
Six Oregon Leaders and the Far-Reaching Impact of America’s Civil War
  G. Thomas Edwards.
“Dixie” of the Pacific Northwest: Southern Oregon’s Civil War
  Jeff LaLande
Book Reviews
Recent Publications
Annual Index, Volume 99

**Volume 100, No. 2 (Summer 1999)**
Empty Promises, Empty Nets
  Roberta Ulrich
Sex & Politics in Progressive-Era Portland & Eugene: The 1912 Same-Sex Vice Scandal
  Peter Boag
The Great Willamette River Flood in 1861
  George R. Miller
OHS Exhibit
The Willamette Valley: Our Place
  M.-C. Cuthill
Book Reviews
Letters

**Volume 100, No. 3 (Fall 1999)**
Imperfect Justice: The Modoc War Crimes Trials of 1873
  Doug Foster
Probing the Depths of Crater Lake: A Century of Scientific Research
  Douglas W. Larson
Research Files
“Brought to You by Transcription”: Portland’s Radio History
  Ken S. Lomax
A Tribute
Memories of Priscilla Knuth, 1923-1999
Reviews
Book Notes

**Volume 100, No. 4 (Winter 1999-2000)**
Hunting Reds in Oregon, 1935-1939
  Gary Murrel
Between Indian and White Worlds on the Oregon-California Border. 1851-1857
  Nathan Douthit
Violence Against Wives by Prominent Men in Clatsop County
  David Peterson del Mar
Reviews
Letters
Contents, Volume 100
Index, Volume 100

**Volume 101, No. 1 (Spring 2000)**
A century of the Oregon Historical Quarterly
George Himes, F. G. Young, and the Early Years of the Oregon Historical Society
  Amanda Laugeson
The Tragedy of Charity Lamb, Oregon’s First Convicted Murderess
  Ronald B. Lansing
Oregon Places
“...to foster the tennis interests of this city...” The Early Years of Portland’s Irvington Tennis Club
  Helen Weiman Bledsoe
OHQ-100 Years
David Douglas Discovers the Sugar Pine
    Introduction by Philip Cogswell
Reviews

Volume 101, No. 2 (Summer 2000)
The “Portland Period” of Artist Carl Walters
    Michael Munk
Terrasquirma and the Engines of Social Change
    Alexander Patterson
From Airships to Flying Saucers: Oregon’s Place in the Evolution of the UFO Lore
    Robert E. Bartholomew
Oregon Places
The Art Room in the Oregon Building: Oregon Arts and Crafts in 1915
    Robert Lunberg
OHQ Research Files
Honoring a Career of Service at the National Archives: An Interview with Joyce Justice
    Cary C. Collins and Charles V. Mutschler
OHQ-100 Years
From Youth to Age as an American” John Minto in the Willamette Valley
    Introduction by William L. Long
Reviews

Volume 101, No. 3 (Fall 2000)
Termination and Tribal Survival: The Klamath Tribes of Oregon
    Patrick Haynal
Not Just the Vote: Abigail Scott Duniway’s Serialized Novels and the Struggle for Women’s Rights
    Debra Shein
The Underestimating Oregon presidential Primary of 1960
    Monroe Sweetland
    Afterword by Jack Ohman
Imagining Places: Landscape in the Fiction of the Craig Lesly, Robin Cody, and Molly Gloss
    John C. Davies
The Story of my Life: Memories of Sweet Home
    India Pearl Howes Russell
Oregon Voices
Recollecting a Landscape: Oral Histories of Spirit Lake and Mount St. Helens
    Christine Colasurdo
Oregon Places
Hometown
    Tom McAllister and David B. Marshall
Reviews
Letters
Volume 101, No. 4 (Winter 2000-01)
Portland’s Works Progress Administration
   Neil Barker
Forest Grove and Chemawa Indian School: The First Off-Reservation Boarding School in the West
The Evolution of the Chemawa Indian School: From Red River to Salem, 1825-1885
   SuAnn M. Reddick
The Broken Crucible of Assimilation: Forest Grove Indian School and the Origins of Off-Reservation Boarding-School Education in the West
   Cary. C. Collins
Minor White in Oregon: A Personal Recollection
   Gerald H. Robinson
Oregon Places
Myths and Anarchists: Sorting out the History of Portland’s White Eagle Saloon
   Tim Hills
Reviews
Book Notes
Letters
Contents, Volume 101
Annual Index

Volume 102, No. 1 (Spring 2001)
Portland: Civic Culture and Civic Opportunity
   Carl Abbott
Indian Pioneers: The Settlement of Ni’lukhwalqw (Upper Hangman Creek, Idaho) by the Schitsu’umsh (Coeur d’Alene Indians
   Gary B. Palmer
To Seek, Suffer, and Trust: ascetic Devotion in a Modern Church on the Frontier
   David C. Thomas
Edgar Horner and the Wreck of the Alaska
   Introduction by Cain Allen
OHQ research Files
Vancouver’s Treasure of Material Culture: The Archaeological Collection at Fort Vancouver National Historic Site.
   Theresa E. Langford
Reviews
Book Notes
Letters

Volume 102, No. 2 (Summer 2001)
Ourigan: Wealth of the Northwest Coast
   Scott Byram and David G. Lewis
“A Menace to the Neighborhood” Housing and African Americans in Portland, 1941-1945
   Rudy Pearson
Henry Weinhard and Portland’s City Brewery
   Aukjen T. Ingraham
Unrealized Visions: Medford and the City Beautiful Movement
Robert D. Russell, Jr.
Oregon Places
St Vincent’s and the Sisters of Providence: Oregon’s First Permanent Hospital
Sydney Clevenger
OHQ Research Files
The Sisters of Providence Archives, Seattle
Terri Mitchell
A Tribute to Terence Edward O’Donnell
Reviews
Book Notes

Volume 102, No. 3 (Fall 2001)
The Good Fight: Forest Fire Protection and the Pacific Northwest
William G. Robbins
Sacagawea’s Son as a Symbol
Albert Furtwangler
The Spiritual Shelters of Pietro Belluschi
G. Douglas Nicoll
The Changing Climate of Oregon’s Driest Town: Monmouth’s Prohibition Ordinances, 1859-2001
Kyle R. Jansson
Here and There: An Itinerant Worker in the Pacific Northwest 1898
Hayes Perkins with Introduction by Carlos A. Schwantes
Reviews
Book Notes
Letters

Volume 102, No. 4 (Winter 2001-02)
Oregon at War
Eckard V. Toy, Jr.
“Shameful Mismanagement, Wasteful Extravagance, and the Most Unfortunate Dissention”: George Simpson’s Misconceptions of the North West Company
H. Lloyd Keith
A Missionary Journal to Oregon, 1853-1854
Bishop Matthew Simpson
Introduction by James E. Kirby
The University of Oregon, 1876: A Commemorative Forum
Steven Shankman, James C. Mohr, C.H. Edson, Donald Peting, Marian Smith, and Rebecca Force
OHQ Research Files
Scraps of History: Researching Scrapbooks at the Oregon Historical Society
Ellen Walkley
Postscript
Sacagawea’s Son: New Evidence from Germany
Albert Furtwangler
Reviews
Book Notes
Volume 103, No. 1 (Spring 2002)
Editors’ Preface: OHQ Changes It’s Look
Water Like Sky: Reflections on Crater Lake National Park at One Hundred Years
   David Louter
A Most Sacred Place: The Significance of Crater Lake among the Indians of Southern Oregon.
   Douglas Deur
He All but Made the Mountains: William Gladstone Steel, Mountain Climbing, and the Establishment of Crater Lake National Park
   Erik Weiselberg
Photography and the Making of Crater Lake National Park
   Sharon M. Howe
A Study in Appreciation of Nature: John C. Merriam and the educational purpose of Crater Lake National Park
   Stephen R. Mark
Reviews
Book Notes

Volume 103, No. 2 (Summer 2002)
Refuges and the Reclamation: Conflicts in the Klamath Basin, 1904-1965
   Doug Foster
   Mark A. Largent
“This is Just the First Round”: Designing Wilderness in the Central Oregon Cascades, 1950-1964
   Kevin R. Marsh
Oregon Places
The Brooklyn Roundhouse
   Wayne Depperman
   With Richard H. Engeman
Research File
Voices of Oregon: Twenty Five Years of Professional Oral History at the Oregon Historical Society
   Danna Sinclair and Peter Kopp
Affiliate Spotlight
Deschutes County Historical Society
   Richard H. Engeman, editor
Reviews
Letters

Volume 103, No. 3 (Fall 2002)
Protesting Monuments in Progress: A Comparative Study of Protests against Four Dams, 1838-1955
Jeff Crane
Pioneering Free Library Service for the City, 1864-1902: The Library Association of Portland and the Portland Public Library
Cheryl Gunselman

Picking up the Drum: An Oral History from the Columbia Plateau
Fermore Craig
Interviewed and edited by Robin Richards

Lady Loggers and Gyppo Wives: Women and Northwest Logging
Robert E. Walls

Affiliate Spotlight
Bandon Historical Society

Reviews
Notices
Letters

Volume 103, No. 4 (Winter 2002)
Beyond Place: A Forum
Bioregionalism and the History of Place
William Lang

Bioregional and Cultural Meaning: The Problem with the Pacific Northwest
William G. Robbins

Bioregions and Nations States: Lessons from Lewis and Clark in the Oregon Country
Mark Spence

Bioregional Politics: The Case for the Place
Sara Dant Ewert

Picturing the Corps if Discovery: The Lewis and Clark Expedition in Oregon Art
Jeffry Uecker

“I Didn’t Do Anything Anyone Else Couldn’t Have Done”: A View of Oregon History
Through the Ordinary Life of Barbara Mackenzie
Katrine Barber
And Janice Dilg

The Making of an American
Shizue Iwatsuki
Introduction by Linda Tamura

Research Files
Documenting Women’s History: Using Oral History and the Collaborative Process
Katrine Barber
And Janice Dilg

Affiliate Spotlight
Polk County Historical Society
Reviews
Volume 103, Contents
Volume 103, Index

Volume 104, No. 1 (Spring 2003)
Rodeo Queens at the Pendleton Round-Up: The First Go-Round, 1910-1917
Renee M. Laegreid
Painting the Philippines with an American Brush: Visions of Race and National Mission among the Oregon Volunteers in the Philippine Wars of 1898-1899
   Sean McEnroe
Looking Backward at Edward Bellamy’s Influence in Oregon, 1888-1936
   James Kopp
British Newspapers and the Oregon Treaty of 1846
   Thomas C. McClintock
Oregon Voices
Our Ways: History and Culture of Mexicans in Oregon
   Nancy Nusz
   and Gabriella Ricciardi
Affiliate Spotlight
Tamastslikt Cultural Institute
Reviews
Notices

Volume 104, No. 2 (Summer 2003)
Beavers, Firs, Salmon, and Falling Water: Pacific Northwest Regionalism and the Environment
   William L. Lang
“Ruining” the Rivers in the Snake Country: The Hudson’s Bay Company’s Fur Desert Policy
   Jennifer Ott
Replacing Salmon: Columbia River Indian Fishing Rights and the Geography of Fisheries Mitigation
   Cain Allen
   Stephen Woolworth
Oregon Places
Oaks Amusement Park
   Bryan Aalberg
Affiliate Spotlight
Jacksonville Woodlands Association
Reviews
Letters
Notices

Volume 104, No. 3 (Fall 2003)
York of the Corps of Discovery: Interpretations of York’s Character and His Role in the Lewis and Clark Expedition
   Darrell M. Millner
Organizing Portland: Organized Crime Municipal Corruption, and the Teamsters Union
   Robert C. Donnelly
Reins, Riggins, and the Reatas: The Outfit of the Great Basin Buckaroo
   Janeen Wilder
The Oregon Art of Alexander Phimister Proctor
Volume 104, No. 4 (Winter 2003)
The Political Legacy of Robert W. Straub
Richard A. Clucas
“The Leviathan of the North”: American Perceptions of the Hudson’s Bay Company, 1816-1846
William Swagerty
Theodore B. Wilcox: Captain of Industry and Magnate of the China Flour Trade, 1884-1918
Daniel J. Meissner
“As Truly American as Your Son”: Voicing Opposition to Interment in Three West Coast Cities
Ellen Eisenberg
Oregon Places
The Nestle Condensary in Bandon
Joe R. Blakely
Research Files
Using Artifacts to Study the Past: Early Evidence for John Day Exploration
Michael McKenzie
Reviews
Letters
Notices
Volume 104, contents
Volume 104, Index

Volume 105, No. 1 (Spring 2004)
“Does Portland Need a Homophile Society?” Gay Culture and Activism in the Rose City between World War II and Stonewall
Peter Boag
Master of the Seas? Herbert Hoover and the Western Fisheries
Joseph E. Taylor III
“May Live and Die a Minor”: The 1864 Clarksville Diary of James W. Virtue
Gary Dielman, editor
Oregon Voices
Its Never Too Late to Give Away a Horse
David Michael Liberty
Oregon Places
“Without a Second’s Warning”: The Heppner Flood of 1903
Bob DenOuden
Research Files
Volume 105, No. 2 (Summer 2004)
Tangled Nets: Treaty Rights and Tribal Identities at Celilo Falls
   Andrew H. Fisher
Chief Lelooska: The Evolution of an Artist
   Chris Friday
Oregon, The Beautiful
   Ives Goddard
   and Thomas Love
The Right Side of the 1960’s: The Origins of the John Birch Society in the Pacific Northwest
   EckardV. Toy, Jr.
Oregon My Oregon Historical Society
   Stephen Dow Beckham
Oregon Voices
The Southern Route Revisited
   Ross A. Smith
Research Files
Documenting Utopia in Oregon: The Challenges of Tracking the Quest for Perfection
   James J. Kopp
Spotlight on Affiliates
Union County, Oregon History Project
Reviews
Letters
Notices

Volume 105, No. 3 (Fall 2004)
Discussing the Columbia: An Introduction
Describing a New Environment: Lewis and Clark and Enlightenment Science in the Columbia River Basin
   William L. Lang
The Evolving Landscape of the Columbia River Gorge: Lewis and Clark and the Cataclysms on the Columbia
   Jim E. O’Connor
Focusing on the Columbia Gorge: Photography, Geology, and the Pioneer West
   Terry N. Toedtemeier
Where Have All the Native Fish Gone? The Fate of the Fish that Lewis and Clark Encountered on the Lower Columbia River
   Virginia L. Butler
Still Exploring, Still Learning in 1806: Observation on the Lewis and Clark Expedition between the Columbia and the Bitterroot Range.
   Robert Carriker
Soyaapo and the Remaking of Lewis and Clark
   Mark Spence
Spotlight on Affiliates
Columbia Gorge discovery Center/Wasco County Historical Museum
A tribute to Rick Harmon
Book review Essays
The Ordeal of Thomas Jefferson: Whirl is King
   Clay S. Jenkinson
Reviews
Notices

Volume 105, No. 4 (Winter 2004)
“Adventure” of the Colonel Allan
   H. Lloyd Keith
Cartographic Representation: A Controversial in Mapping Lewis and Clark’s Fort Clatsop
   Kenneth W. Karmizki
Impressions of Oregon: The Art of Reverend Melville Thomas Wire
   Ginny Allen
   And Gregory L. Nelson
Oregon Voices
Oregon’s First State Mandated Uniform School Readers: Politics and education
   Lee Lau
Book Review Essay
Thomas Slaughter’s Expedition: Exploring (and Deploring) Lewis and Clark
   Clay S. Jenkinson
Reviews
Letters
Notices
Volume 105, Contents
Volume 105, Index

Volume 106, No. 1 (Spring 2005)
The Columbia Country and the Dissolution of Meriwether Lewis: Speculation and Interpretation
   David L. Nicandri
Soldier to Advocate: C.E.S. Wood’s 1877 Diary of Alaska and the Nez Perce Conflict
   George Venn
Town Boosterism on Oregon’s Mining Frontier: James Vansyckle and Wallula, Columbia Riverport, 1860-1870
   G. Thomas Edwards
A Long, Strange yarn: Ken Kesey and the Pendleton Round-Up
   Andrew P. Duffin
Oregon Voices
Broadway Cabs Yellow with Age
John Wendeborn
Research Files
A Chronicle of the Battleship Oregon
Ken Lomax
Spotlight on Affiliates
Lincoln County Historical Society
Reviews
Notices

Volume 106, No. 2 (Summer 2005)
The Army Corps of Engineers’ Short-Term Response to the Eruption of Mount St. Helens
William F. Willingham
On the Margins of Prosperity: The Mortimore Family in Oregon
Ronald H. Limbaugh
Completing Lewis and Clark’s Westward March: Exhibiting a History of Empire at the 1905 Portland World’s Fair
Lisa Blee
The Work of a Nation: Richard D. Cutts and the Coast Survey Map of Fort Clatsop
R. Scott Byram
Oregon Voices
Telling the History of a Shattered Culture: An Interview with George W. Aguilar, Sr.
Eliza Elkins Jones
Oregon Press
The P Ranch House Fire: An Eyewitness Account
Clarence A. Oster
Oregon Voices
Grace’s Visit to the Rogue River Valley
William Alley
Spotlight on Affiliates
The Museum at Warm Springs
Oregon My Oregon Wins MUSE Award
OHS Directors and Honorary Council
Reviews
Letters
Notices
Contributors

Volume 106, No. 3 (Fall 2005)
The Stevens Treaties of 1854-1855: An Introduction
Kent Richards
The Isaac I. Stevens and Joel Palmer Treaties, 1855-2005
Treaty and Tribal Reference
Joel Palmer and Isaac I. Stevens Biographies
Indian Treaty History: A Subject for Agile Minds
Alexandra Harmon
Medicine Creek to Fox Island: Cadastral Scams and Contested Domains
SuAnn M. Reddrick and Cary C. Collins
Volume 106 Index

**Volume 107, No. 1 (Spring 2006)**
Gray H. Whaley

Whose Frontier? The Survey of Race Relations on the Pacific Coast in the 1920s
Eckard Toy

Billy and Merne’s Excellent Expedition: The “Lost” Screenplay of “Lewis and Clark”
James J. Kopp

Guild’s Lake Industrial District: The Process of Change over Time
Karin Dibling, Julie Kay Martin, Meghan Stone Olson, and Gayle Webb

Oregon Voices

Mutual Respect and Equality: An Advocate for Indian Students in Oregon Historical Society
Floy Pepper with Eliza Elkins Jones

Comin’ and Goin’: Memories of Jazzman Jim Petter
Jack Berry

Research Files

The Origins of the Oregon State Library
Jim Scheppke

OHS Directories and Honorary Council

Reviews

Letters

Notices

Contributors

**Volume 107, No. 2 (Summer 2006)**

“Cast Aside the Automobile Enthusiast”: Class Conflict, Tax Policy, and the Preservation of Nature in Progressive-Era Oregon
Lawrence M. Lipin

Respite from War: Buffalo Soldiers at Vancouver Barracks, 1899–1900
Gregory Paynter Shine

Charity and the “Tramp”: Itinerancy, Unemployment, and Municipal Government from Coxey to the Unemployed League
Dmitri Palmateer

Oregon Voices

Pioneering Water Pollution Control in Oregon
Glen D. Carter, with an introduction by Douglas W. Larson

OHS Exhibits

The American Presidency: An Exhibit on the Public Presidency in Oregon
by Robert M. Eisinger

Art About Agriculture: A Retrospective
by Shelley Curtis

Research Files

The Jefferson Peace Medal Provenance and the Collections of the Oregon Historical Society
Richard H. Engeman
Volume 107, No. 3 (Fall 2006)
“A Most Daring Outrage”: Murders at Chinese Massacre Cove, 1887
R. Gregory Nokes
“Old-fashioned Revival”: Religion, Migration, and a New Identity for the Pacific Northwest at Mid Twentieth Century
David J. Jepsen
“As Citizens of Portland We Must Protest”: Beatrice Morrow Cannady and the African American Response to D.W. Griffith’s “Masterpiece”
Kimberley Mangun
Oregon Voices
Klamath Falls Goes to War A Personal and Newspaper Reminiscence
Richard Yates
Oregon Places
The U.S. Steel Corporation in Portland, 1901–1941
Lewis L. McArthur
The Georgian Room at Meier & Frank
Christine Curran
OHS Exhibits
Tears and Rain One Artist’s View from Sea Level
Rebecca J. Dobkins
Oregon Originals
The Art of Amanda Snyder and Jefferson Tester
Robert L. Joki

Volume 107, No. 4 (Winter 2006)
Confrontation at the Locks: A Protest of Japanese Removal and Incarceration During World War II
Charles Davis and Jeffrey Kovac
“The Utmost Human Consequence”: Art and Peace on the Oregon Coast, 1942–1946
Katrine Barber and Eliza Elkins Jones
Telling Stories, Building Altars: Mexican American Women’s Altars in Oregon
Gabriella Ricciardi
Reflections On Lewis And Clark
Six Metaphors in Search of an Epic
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Volume 119, No. 1 (Spring 2018)
The Black Studies Controversy at Reed College, 1968–1970
  Martin White
Lewis & Clark College: Oregon’s “Cinderella College”
  Jean Ward
Finding Finley: Reuniting the Works of Naturalist William L. Finley through Digital Collaboration
  Laura Cray
Rejection, Reception, and Rejection Again: Women in Oregon’s World War II Shipyards
  Diane Simmons
History by Headline: Browsing the Newspaper Repository of the Marshfield Sun Printing Museum
  Lionel Youst
OHS Directors and Honorary Council
Reviews
From the OHQ Archives
Contributors
OregonScape
  Matthew Cowan

Volume 119, No. 2 (Summer 2018)
Oregon’s Manila Galleon
  Cameron La Follette, Douglas Deur, Dennis Griffin, and Scott S. Williams
Views Across the Pacific: The Galleon Trade and Its Traces in Oregon
  Cameron La Follette and Douglas Deur
The Beeswax Wreck of Nehalem: A Lost Manila Galleon
  Scott S. Williams, Curt D. Peterson, Mitch Marken, and Richard Rogers
The Galleon’s Final Journey: Accounts of Ship, Crew, and Passengers in the Colonial Archives
  Cameron La Follette and Douglas Deur, with archival researcher Esther González
The Galleon Cargo: Accounts in the Colonial Archives
  Cameron La Follette and Douglas Deur, with archival researcher Esther González
The Mountain of a Thousand Holes: Shipwreck Traditions and Treasure Hunting on Oregon’s North Coast
  Cameron La Follette, Dennis Griffin, and Douglas Deur
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Letter to the Editor
Contributors
OregonScape
  Matthew Cowan

Volume 119, No. 3 (Fall 2018)
Master of His Medium: E.B. Aldrich, the East Oregonian, and the First Global Conflict in Pendleton
  Brigit Farley
Public History Roundtable
Housing Segregation and Resistance in Portland, Oregon: Notes on New Research
Housing Segregation and Resistance: An Introduction
Carmen Thompson
“Congenial Neighbors”: Restrictive Covenants and Residential Segregation in Portland, Oregon

Greta Smith
“A place under the sun”: African American Resistance to Housing Exclusion

Melissa Cornelius Lang

Leanne Serbulo
Invisible Walls: Mapping Residential Segregation in Portland
Katrine Barber, Lily Hart, Curtis Jewell, Madelyn Miller, and Greta Smith

The Friends in “Friends of MacDonald”
Jim Mockford

A Tribute
G. Thomas Edwards: June 14, 1931 – October 7, 2018
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Volume 119, No. 4 (Winter 2018)
The H.J. Andrews Experimental Forest: Seventy Years of Pathbreaking Forest Research
 William G. Robbins
Growing Up African American in Wallowa County, Oregon
 Pearl Alice Marsh
Voices of the River: The Confluence Story Gathering Interview Collection
 Lily Hart
Writing the Nez Perce Story: An American Epic Told in Books
 Rich Wandschneider
Research Report: Were the HOLC Residential Security Maps the Origin of Redlining?
 Helen Ryan
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Volume 120, No. 1 (Spring 2019)
Laurie Mercier
The Oregon Skyline Trail: A Case Study in Evolving Attitudes Toward Nature Tourism
Stuart Barker
“Out of order”: Pasting Together the Slavery Debate in the Oregon Constitution
Amy E. Platt with Laura Cray
Building the Oregon Coast Highway: An Oral History of the 1931–1932 Work Camp at the Cape Creek Bridge, Lane County, Oregon
Clyde E. Manning and Rick Minor
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OregonScape
Matthew Cowan

Volume 120, No. 2 (Summer 2019)
They Came for the Harvest: The Bracero Program in Jackson County, Oregon, 1951–1955
Madelina M. Cordia
“What’s in a name?”: The University of Oregon, De-Naming Controversies, and the Ethics of Public Memory
Matthew Dennis and Samuel Reis-Dennis
Oregon’s Pioneer Chinese Law Students and Their Untold Stories
Li Chen
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Contributors
OregonScape
Matthew Cowan

Volume 120, No. 3 (Fall 2019)
“Providence will take care of me . . . I will wear a crown”: Frontier Circuit Rider, James O. Rayner, and the Land Laws of Early Oregon
James V. Walker
The History of Cricket in Oregon, 1870s to 1920s
Craig Owen Jones
An Oral History of the All American Toy Co.: An Oregon Original
Martha A. Solomon
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Volume 120, No. 4 (Winter 2019)

Note from the Editors

Carmen P. Thompson

**Expectation and Exclusion: An Introduction to Whiteness, White Supremacy, and Resistance in Oregon**

Carmen P. Thompson

White American Violence on Tribal Peoples of the Oregon Coast

David G. Lewis and Thomas J. Connolly

**“We were at our journey’s end”: Settler Sovereignty Formation in Oregon**

Katrine Barber

“We’ll All Start Even”: White Egalitarianism and the Oregon Donation Land Claim Act

Kenneth R. Coleman

The Colored Brother’s Few Defenders: Oregon Abolitionists and their Followers

Jim M. Labbe

Constitutionalizing Racism: George H. Williams’s Appeal for a White Utopia

Philip Thoennes and Jack Landau

**White Right and Labor Organizing in Oregon’s “Hindu” City**

Johanna Ogden

**Liberty Ships and Jim Crow Shipyards: Racial Discrimination in Kaiser’s Portland Shipyards, 1940–1945**

John Linder

“They can’t come in through the front door because you guys won’t let them”: An Oral History of the Struggle to Admit African Americans into ILWU Local 8

Sandy Polishuk

From Nativism to White Power: Mid-Twentieth-Century White Supremacist Movements in Oregon

Shane Burley and Alexander Reid Ross

White Supremacy and Hatred in the Streets of Portland: The Murder of Mulugeta Seraw

Elden Rosenthal

Epilogue

Eliza E. Canty-Jones
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Volume 121, No. 1 (Spring 2020)

Clara Bewick Colby and the Oregon Woman Suffrage Campaign of 1905–1906

Kristin Bloomberg


Jane Cigarran

Harnessing the Power of Photography: Selections from the OHS Portland General Electric Collections, 1895–1979
Volume 121, No. 2 (Summer 2020)

Editor’s Note
   Eliza E. Canty-Jones
The Frenchman’s Gaze: Pierre de Saint-Amant’s Travels in the Oregon Territory, 1851
   Melinda Marie Jetté
Pioneer Problems: “Wanton Murder,” Indian War Veterans, and Oregon’s Violent History
   Marc James Carpenter
From Stories to Salt Cairns: Uncovering Indigenous Influence in the Formative Years of
   the Oregon Historical Society, 1898–1905
   Sarah Keyes
Native Belongings and Institutional Values at the Oregon Historical Society, Then and Now
   Nicole Yasuhara

Volume 121, No. 3 (Fall 2020)

When the Mountain Went Dark: Trouble at Timberline Lodge in the Early 1950s
   Joshua B. Fisher
The Senator and the Steamroller
   Pat Speth Sherman
Portland’s Soccer Universe: An Interview with Michael “Mick” Hoban, Portland Timbers’
   First Player and U.S. Soccer Ambassador
   Libby Provost and Morgen Young
   Silvie Andrews
The United Foundation Trust and its Highest Honor, the Order of the Purple Girdle
Maureen Flanagan Battistella

Women on the Bench in Oregon: Mark O. Hatfield Lecture Series Post-Lecture Discussion
Judge Ann Aiken, Judge Darleen Ortega, Justice Adrienne Nelson, and Chief Justice Martha Walters, moderated by Kerry Tymchuk

James W. Garrett and Black-owned Property in Territorial Oregon, 1853–1858
Kenneth Hawkins
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Volume 122, No. 3 (Fall 2021)
“Make the desert blossom like the rose”: Animal Acclimatization, Settler Colonialism, and the Construction of Oregon’s Nature
Barrie Ryne Blatchford
Oregon and Climate Change: The Age of Megafires in the American West
William G. Robbins
Homeward Bound: The Battleship Oregon Pennant and Imperialism in Oregon
Silvie Andrews
The West and Congressional Fights before the Civil War Mark O. Hatfield Lecture Series Post-Lecture Discussion
William L. Lang, Jeffrey Ostler, and Stacey L. Smith, moderated by Kenneth R. Coleman
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Volume 122, No. 4 (Winter 2021)
Erasure and Reclamation: Centering Diasporic Chinese Populations in Oregon History
Jennifer Fang
Language Methodology
Erin E. Brasell
Chinese Mining Kongsi in Eastern Oregon: A Case Study of Cultural Amnesia
Don Hann
Stacked Rock Features: Archaeological Evidence of Chinese Miners on the Malheur National Forest
Katee Withee
The Buck Rock Tunnel Archaeological Site: Documenting Chinese Laborers and the Construction of the Oregon & California Railroad
Terrance Christian, Chelsea Rose, Lisa Rice, Aaron Ennis, and Duane Ericson
“Bona Fide Merchants”: Negotiating Life, Labor, and Transnational Mobility in the Time of Chinese Exclusion
   Chelsea Rose, Jacqueline Y. Cheung, and Eric Gleason
Rediscovering Toy Kee’s True Son: Chinese Immigration and Federal Bureaucracy Documented in Chinese Exclusion Act Case Files
   Patricia Hackett Nicola
Searching for Salem’s Early Chinese Community
   Kimberli Fitzgerald, Kirsten Straus, and Kylie Pine
Portland’s Louie Chung (1876–1926)
   Myron Louie Lee
Longevity: The Archaeology of a Chinese Gift Store and Restaurant in Eugene, Oregon’s, Market District
   Christopher L. Ruiz, Marlene Jampolsky, and Jon C. Krier
“I think I am going to fly”: Chinese Pilots Trained in Portland During the 1930s
   Patricia Hackett Nicola
They Called Him . . . Buckaroo Sam: The Imagined Life of a Chinese Cowboy
   Dale Hom
The Village Database: A Resource for Chinese American Genealogy Research
   Henry Tom
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